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2Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to design computationally ecient DOA (direction-
of-arrival) estimation algorithms and beamformers robust to pointing errors, by
harnessing the antenna geometrical information and received signals. Initially,
two fast root-MUSIC-type DOA estimation algorithms are developed, which can
be applied in arbitrary arrays. Instead of computing all roots, the rst proposed
iterative algorithm calculates the wanted roots only. The second IDFT-based
method obtains the DOAs by scanning a few circles in parallel and thus the
rooting is avoided. Both proposed algorithms, with less computational burden,
have the asymptotically similar performance to the extended root-MUSIC.
The second main contribution in this thesis is concerned with the matched
direction beamformer (MDB), without using the interference subspace. The man-
ifold vector of the desired signal is modeled as a vector lying in a known linear
subspace, but the associated linear combination vector is otherwise unknown due
to pointing errors. This vector can be found by computing the principal eigen-
vector of a certain rank-one matrix. Then a MDB is constructed which is robust
to both pointing errors and overestimation of the signal subspace dimension.
Finally, an interference cancellation beamformer robust to pointing errors
is considered. By means of vector space projections, much of the pointing error
can be eliminated. A one-step power estimation is derived by using the theory
of covariance tting. Then an estimate-and-subtract interference canceller beam-
former is proposed, in which the power inversion problem is avoided and the
interferences can be cancelled completely.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A
RRAY signal processing has long been of great research interest given
its important role in a great variety of military and commercial appli-
cations, such as in radar, wireless communications, sonar, acoustics, astronomy,
seismology, biomedicine, etc. The array systems that human is the most familiar
with may be human eyes and ears, which can be viewed as two-sensor optical
and acoustic arrays. Human eyes can detect the electromagnetic radiation in a
band between 450THz to 750THz roughly [1]. This propagating radiation is then
processed by human brain so that the outside world can be recognized by hu-
man. Similarly human ears collect the audio waves with range between 20Hz and
20,000Hz that are utilized to extract information of interest, e.g., the direction
from which sound waves originate.
In order to extend Humankind's senses, a number of sensors (transduc-
ing elements, antennas, receivers, etc) are deployed in a 3-dimension Cartesian
space to measure propagating waveforms. More precisely, if these sensors share
a common reference point, an array is formed. Generally the environment where
the arrays are operating consists of multiple emitting sources plus noise simul-
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taneously. Besides the desired signal(s), the other sources are referred to as
interference signals. Under certain circumstances there exist jammers that are
deliberately devised to elude the array system.
An array is utilized to sample the propagating waveforms spatially and
temporally. Then the information collected at dierent sensors is merged intelli-
gently so as to address the following inter-related general problems: [1, 2]
1. Parameter estimation problem | where the number and direction-of-arrival
(DOA) of the incident signals are of great interest. Essentially, the number
and DOAs are, respectively, the spatial analogues of model order selection
and frequency estimation in time-series analysis.
2. Interference cancellation | the reproduction of the desired signal from a
particular direction and the cancellation of the unwanted interferences (or
jammers), from all other directions, as much as possible.
3. Tracking | where the target sources are moving in space. The tracking
algorithms aim at determining the source location and motion over a long
period. Generally Kalman lter and its extended versions are useful to deal
with tracking problems.
In this thesis, the emphasis are placed on the DOA estimation and interference
cancellation.
1.1 The Fundamentals of Array Signal Process-
ing
The \core" of any array application is the structure of the array, which is com-
pletely characterized by the array manifold [2]. The array manifold is dened
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as the locus of the all response vectors, by means of which one or more real di-
rectional parameters are mapped to a (N  1) complex vector (where N is the
number of sensors). As shown in Figure 1.1, a signal source is located at the
far eld of the array and the plane wave can be considered to model the wave
propagation. The directions of the propagating wave are termed as the azimuth
angle  2 [0; 2), measured anticlockwise from the x-axis, and the elevation angle
 2 [0; ), measured anticlockwise from the x-y plane. Then the received signal
at the zero-phase reference point (or the original point) can be expressed as
signal at the reference point: m(t) exp(j2Fct) (1.1)
where m(t) denotes the complex envelope of the signal and exp(j2Fct) stands
for the carrier. Note that all the sensors are assumed to be isotropic, meaning
that the sensor gain is identical at all directions. The propagation delay between
the reference point and the nth sensor is given by [2]
n =
rTnu(; )
c
(1.2)
where rn = [xn; yn; zn]
T 2 R31 represents the Cartesian coordinates associated
with the nth sensor, c is the wave propagation speed, say light speed, and u(; )
is a unit-norm vector pointing towards the propagation direction (; ), i.e.,
u(; ) = [cos  cos; sin  cos; sin]T (1.3)
Based on the above, the signal received at the nth sensor can be expressed as
signal at the nth sensor: m(t  n) exp(j2Fc(t  n)) (1.4)
which is a delayed version of the signal collected at the reference point.
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Figure 1.1: Plane wave propagation model
The assumption that the incident signals are narrowband is used through-
out this thesis. This implies that the envelope, m(t), does not change signi-
cantly as it traverses the array, and hence the approximation m(t   n)  m(t)
holds [2{5]. Thus the dierence between the nth sensor and the reference point
is nothing but a phase delay. Therefore, these dierent phase components at all
sensors can be termed by a vector, written analytically as
S(; ) = exp(
 j2Fc
c
[r1; r2; : : : ; rN ]
Tu(; ))
= exp(
 j2Fc
c
[rx; ry; rz]u(; )) (1.5)
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where rx, ry and rz are N 1 vectors with elements the x, y and z coordinates of
the N sensors. Thus [r1; r2; : : : ; rN ] = [rx; ry; rz]
T 2 R3N contains the geometry
information of all the array sensors. The N  1 vector S(; ) is the so called
array manifold vector.
In many practical applications, the propagating waves arrive the array
from approximately the same elevation so, without loss of generality, in this
thesis  = 0 is assumed and the parameter  is dropped in S(; ). If the unit
of sensor coordinates is half wavelength, the array manifold can be rewritten as
S() = exp( j[rx; ry; rz]u()) = exp( j(rx cos  + ry sin )) (1.6)
In the case of linear array with unit of half wavelength, the y coordinate is ry = 0,
and thus the array manifold can be further simplied to
S() = exp( jrx cos ) (1.7)
AssumeM signal sources impinge the array simultaneously. The baseband
(down-converted) signal-vector x(t) received at the array sensors can be expressed
as [6] [7]
x(t) =
MX
i=1
S(i)mi(t) + n(t) (1.8)
where n(t) denotes the noise component. Each (N1) vector x(t) at a xed time
t is also called the snapshot at time t.
Figure 1.2 depicts a typical array system, where signals from each sensor
are multiplied by a complex weight vector w 2 CN and summed to form the array
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output y(t), i.e.,
y(t) = wHx(t)
=
MX
i=1
wHS(i)mi(t) + w
Hn(t) (1.9)
where the rst term of the right hand side denotes the operation of the beam-
former on the manifold vectors, and the second term the operation on the noise.
Array of
sensors Array output
certain performance criterion
⊗N
x( )t xy t t( ) ( )=w
H
w
Weight
Forming
Algorithm
Figure 1.2: General block diagram of an array system
A number of strategies have been developed to form the weight vector
so as to full the required criteria. For instance, maximization of the array
output signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SNIR) may be the most popular
measurement for the weight design. The general idea is to let the desired signal,
at a particular direction (which is a known priori or can be estimated), pass
through unchanged, and the unwanted interference signals be suppressed as much
as possible, such that the output SNIR is as large as possible. Consequently, the
associated beam pattern presents a peak at the direction of the desired signal and
nulls at the directions of interferences. This process is also known as beamforming.
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For processing wideband signals, a tapped-delay-line (TDL) structure is used in
the beamformer normally [7].
1.2 Pointing Errors
In practical applications, the actual DOA associated with the desired signal often
diers from the presumed (or nominal) one used by the array processor, which
leads to
S(d) 6= S(0) with d 6= 0 (1.10)
where d and 0, respectively, denote the actual and nominal DOA of the desired
signal. This problem is known as the \pointing error" problem. It has been shown
in [8] that even a slight mismatch between d and 0 may result in substantial
performance degradation of the conventional adaptive array processor. Let us
look at an example. Assume a uniform linear array (ULA) with N = 10 sensors
and half-wavelength sensor spacing operates in the presence of three source signals
where one is the desired signal with DOA d = 90
 and two are interferences with
DOAs [60; 70]. All three signals have powers equal to one while the noise power
is 0:1. The output SNIR of the conventional adaptive array beamformer against
the pointing angle (or the presumed DOA) is plotted in Figure 1.3. It can be
seen that in this example the conventional adaptive beamformer fails even when
the pointing error is only 1.
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Figure 1.3: Eects of pointing errors. The true DOA of the desired signal
is 90
1.3 Research Objectives and Thesis Organiza-
tion
The primary objective of this thesis is to propose new DOA estimation algorithms
and beamformers, robust to pointing errors. The methods developed aim at
the applications at the receiver end. Throughout this thesis, it is assumed that
the incident signals are located at the far eld of the array, and all signals are
uncorrelated to each other.
The rest of this thesis contains three technical chapters (Chapter 2, 3 and
4). In Chapter 2, two subspace based DOA estimation algorithms are briey intro-
duced, in which the root-MUSIC is better than the MUltiple Signal Classication
(MUSIC) method because root-MUSIC does not suer the grid error (and hence
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reduces point errors) while MUSIC does. In order to extend the root-MUSIC
designed for uniform linear arrays (ULA) to arbitrary arrays, however, the cost
of computational complexity is also increased. For the purpose of reducing the
complexity of the extended root-MUSIC, two computationally ecient algorithms
are proposed. In the rst method, only a few largest eigenvalues corresponding
to the desired roots are needed to calculate. The second method transforms the
polynomial into a form of inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and thus
the rooting process is replaced with the operation of scanning multiple circles in
parallel. Both proposed methods achieve the same performance as the extended
root-MUSIC, but with less computational burden.
Due to a host of practical reasons, the exact knowledge of the manifold
of the desired signal is often unavailable. Chapter 3 introduces a model of the
desired signal, in which the manifold is assumed to lie in a known linear sub-
space whereas how the bases of this linear subspace are combined to form the
manifold is unknown. Two dierent linear subspaces are discussed which can
accommodate pointing errors. It proves that the associated linear combination
vector is able to be found by computing the principal eigenvector of a certain ma-
trix which is designed without recourse to the interference subspace. Then a so
called matched direction beamformer is constructed, which is robust to pointing
errors and overestimation of the signal subspace dimension.
In Chapter 4, the conventional Wiener-Hopf and the \modied" Wiener-
Hopf beamformers are analyzed from the standpoint view of subspace. It is
found that the Wiener-Hopf processors suer from the problems of the power
inversion and lacking robustness to pointing errors. The \modied" Wiener-Hopf
beamformers overcome these two problems by removing the desired signal eects.
However both processors allow the interferences to pass through. The proposed
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method employs the technique of vector space projections to eliminate much of
the pointing errors. Then the power of the desired signal is estimated in a one-step
operation. The desired-signal-absent covariance matrix is formed by subtracting
the eects of the desired signal from the desired-signal-present covariance matrix.
Thus a weight vector orthogonal to the interferences can be formed. The proposed
beamformer provides a unied solution to the problems of the power inversion,
the robustness to pointing errors, and the complete interference cancellation.
Finally, in Chapter 5 the thesis is concluded and a list of the original
contributions as well as an outlook on future research are provided.
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Chapter 2
Fast root-MUSIC for Arbitrary
Arrays
DIRECTION-OF-ARRIVAL (DOA) estimation is an ubiquitous task inmany array signal processing applications. Among the classic DOA esti-
mation techniques, maximum likelihood (ML) methods have the reputation of the
best estimation performance because they asymptotically approach the Cramer-
Rao lower bound [9]. However, their computational complexity is usually pro-
hibitive since a multi-dimensional search is needed to nd the global maximum
of the likelihood function [10]. One solution to simplify the computational com-
plexity of ML methods while maintaining the high-resolution DOA estimation
ability is to use the methods called subspace methods. The MUltiple Signal
Classication (MUSIC) algorithm, invented by Schmidt [11, 12], is the rst and
maybe the most popular subspace method. MUSIC searches a reduced parameter
space and in turn can be implemented with much less complexity as compared
to the ML methods [10]. However, MUSIC still requires a spectral search pro-
cess, the computational task of which may be unaordable for some real-time
implementations [10, 13]. In order to further reduce the computational complex-
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ity, the search-free DOA estimation methods have been developed, which aim
to avoid the spectral search step. The estimation of signal parameters via rota-
tional invariance techniques (ESPRIT), proposed in [14], employs two identical,
translationally invariant subarrays to estimate DOA, where the property that
the signal subspaces of the two subarrays are shift-invariant is used. However, it
has been shown in [15] that ESPRIT is statistically less ecient than MUSIC.
Additionally, ESPRIT seriously suers from the calibration errors which results
in the discrepancy between the subarrays and in turn degrades the estimation
performance. Another search-free approach is the root-MUSIC, proposed in [16],
where the DOA estimation problem is reformulated as a polynomial rooting prob-
lem. In comparison with MUSIC, root-MUSIC not only substantially reduces the
computational complexity but also improves threshold performance [17]. Unfortu-
nately these search-free methods are applicable only to specic array geometries.
For instance, ESPRIT requires the subarrays with shift-invariant structure, and
root-MUSIC is designed for ULA or the non-uniform arrays whose sensors lie on
a uniform grid.
By using the manifold separation [18{20] or Fourier Domain root-MUSIC
techniques [13], root-MUSIC has been extended to arrays with arbitrary geome-
try but at the cost of increased computational complexity. In this chapter, two
fast algorithms are presented to reduce the computational cost. The rst pro-
posed method is implemented in an iterative way where the Schur algorithm [21]
is conducted to factorize the Laurent structured polynomial. Then Arnoldi it-
eration [22] is employed to compute only a few of the largest eigenvalues. This
implies that a large number of the unwanted eigenvalues (or roots) are exempt
from the calculation and therefore the computational complexity is reduced sig-
nicantly. The second approach has a work-ecient parallel implementation, in
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which inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is used and polynomial rooting
is avoided. Both proposed methods, with less computational burden, asymptoti-
cally exhibit the same performance as the extended root-MUSIC, implying that
they outperform the conventional MUSIC in terms of resolution ability.
2.1 Background of Subspace DOA Estimation
Let an array with N omnidirectional sensors receive M narrowband signals lo-
cated in the far eld. The N  1 array snapshot vector at time t can be modeled
as
x(t) =
MX
i=1
S(i)mi(t) + n(t) (2.1)
where n(t) 2 CN is a complex noise vector which corrupts the received sig-
nal. Here it assumes that the noise is zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and uncorrelated from sensor to sensor. It is also assumed that the sig-
nals are uncorrelated with each other and with the noise. Using matrix notation,
the received snapshot vector may be rewritten in a compact form
x(t) = Sm(t) + n(t) (2.2)
where m(t) = [m1(t); : : : ;mM(t)]
T 2 CM stands for the vector of M complex
narrowband signal envelopes. The N M matrix S has columns the manifold
vectors of the M signals, i.e.,
S = [S(1); : : : ; S(M)] (2.3)
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which is assumed to be of full column rank meaning that N > M . The second
order statistics of the vector-signal x(t) is represented by the covariance matrix
Rxx
Rxx = E

x(t)xH(t)
	
= SRmmSH + 2nIN (2.4)
where 2n denotes the power of the AWGN noise. The covariance matrix of signals
is represented by Rmm which, under the assumption of uncorrelated signals, is
given by
Rmm = E

m(t)mH(t)
	
=
266666664
21; 0; : : : ; 0
0; 22; : : : ; 0
...
...
. . .
...
0; 0; : : : ; 2M
377777775
(2.5)
where 2i = Efm2i (t)g is the power of the ith signals. Performing eigen-
decomposition on Rxx gives
Rxx =
NX
i=1
iEiE
H
i (2.6)
where the eigenvalues fi; i = 1; : : : ; Ng are arranged in nonascending order (i.e.,
1  : : :  N), and Ei is the eigenvector corresponding to i. Theoretically, the
smallest N  M eigenvalues are equal to the noise power, i.e.,
M+1 = : : : = N = 
2
n (2.7)
Then Rxx may be partitioned into two parts as follows
Rxx = Es(Ds + 2nIM)EHs + 2nEnEHn (2.8)
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where the diagonal matrix Ds is dened as
Ds =
266666664
1   2n; 0; : : : ; 0
0; 2   2n; : : : ; 0
...
...
. . .
...
0; 0; : : : ; M   2n
377777775
(2.9)
Es and En contain, respectively, the eigenvectors associated with the largest M
eigenvalues (or the rst M dominant eigenvectors) and the remaining eigenvec-
tors, i.e.,
Es
M
= [E1; E2; : : : ; EM ]
En
M
= [EM+1; EM+2; : : : ; EN ] (2.10)
Also, Es and En are referred to as signal- and noise-subspace eigenvectors.
It is well known that the subspace spanned by Es is equal to that spanned
by S [11,12]. Moreover, the signal subspace is orthogonal to the noise subspace. In
mathematics, the relationship among these three subspace is expressed as follows
L[Es] = L[S]?L[En] (2.11)
In practical applications, the exact covariance matrix Rxx is unavailable
and its sample estimate below is used.
bRxx = 1
L
LX
l=1
x(tl)x
H(tl) (2.12)
where x(tl) denotes the snapshot vector received at time tl and L is the number
of the snapshots. For this case, the mean of the N  M smallest eigenvalues is
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used to estimate 2n, i.e.,
b2n =
NP
i=M+1
2i
N  M (2.13)
2.1.1 Classical MUSIC
Due to the orthogonality between the signal and noise subspace, the angles where
the projection of the corresponding manifold onto the noise subspace are zero
should be the DOAs of signals. By exploiting this property, the MUSIC searches
the continuous array manifold vector S() over the area of  to nd theM minima
of the following null-spectrum function
() = SH()EnEHn S() = kEHn S()k2 (2.14)
The major drawbacks associated with MUSIC are:
1. The estimation error due to \grid" based search may occur. For instance, if
the array manifold is searched in the step of 1, the signal located at 10:5
may be not found. This grid error (or quantization error) denitely causes
pointing error of the manifold vector [23].
2. The computational complexity is high, particularly for the real-time appli-
cations, which can be explained by the following fact. For the purpose of
avoiding grid error, the required number of search points has to be signi-
cantly large. In other words, the angular search grid has to be ne enough to
avoid the quantization problem [23]. To obtain each search point, moreover,
a matrix product of EHn and S() and the associated norm (see Eq.(2.14))
have to be computed.
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2.1.2 Root-MUSIC
Suppose the array used is a ULA array, then the associated y and z coordinates
of array sensors become ry = rz = 0, and the x coordinate is expressed as
rx = [0;D; : : : ;DN 1]T (2.15)
where the rst sensor is chosen as the reference point, and D stands for the
distance between the adjacent sensors which is usually half wavelength. Now the
corresponding manifold vector can be written as follows
S() = exp( jrx cos ) = [1; z; : : : ; zN 1]T (2.16)
where z is dened as
z = exp( jD cos ) (2.17)
Clearly the manifold in Eq.(2.16) is Vandermonde structured. Using the fact
that z = 1=z (where () denotes the complex conjugate operation), the MUSIC
null-spectrum function can be rewritten as follows
(z) = SH()EnEHn S()
= [1;
1
z
; : : : ;
1
zN 1
]EnEHn [1; z; : : : ; zN 1]T
=
N 1X
i= N+1
biz
 i (2.18)
where the coecient bi is the sum of the elements of the matrix EnEHn along the
ith diagonal, i.e.,
bi =
X
8m n=i
[EnEHn ]m;n (2.19)
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where the notation [A]m;n denotes the (m;n)th entry of the matrix A. Clearly, (z)
is a univariate polynomial with degree of (2N   2). The DOAs of the M signals
are corresponding to the roots of (z). Thus the DOA estimation is reduced to a
root nding problem, in which DOAs can be obtained as the phase angles of the
roots closest to the unit circle.
Instead of searching over , the root version MUSIC overcomes the quan-
tization problem and high computational complexity aforementioned in the MU-
SIC. Another favorable advantage of root-MUSIC over classical MUSIC is that
root-MUSIC is immune to radial errors [17]. As shown in Figure 2.1, if the er-
ror zi is along the radial direction, there is no error in the DOA estimation
(i.e., i = 0). Nevertheless, such radial error aects the MUSIC because MU-
SIC searches the unit circle only. In Figure 2.1, it is illustrated that two closely
spaced roots bz1 and bz2 , due to radial error, may correspond to a common pointbz3 on the unit circle. In such case, the resulting MUSIC angular spectrum has
only one peak which causes an apparent loss in resolution, and hence the point
error occurs, no matter how ne the search grid is.
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Figure 2.1: Eect of error on the root-MUSIC
2.2 Extended root-MUSIC for Arbitrary Ar-
rays
The conventional root-MUSIC is restricted to the ULAs or the arrays with sensors
lying on a uniform grid. In this section, three major methods which make the
root-MUSIC applicable to arrays of arbitrary geometry will be briey introduced.
2.2.1 Interpolated root-MUSIC
The basic idea behind interpolated root-MUSIC [24{26] is to approximate the
actual non-uniform array by means of a virtual ULA with NV sensors, i.e.,
S() t GV SV () (2.20)
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where SV () is the NV  1 manifold vector of the virtual ULA. Note that the
dimension of the virtual array manifold is less than that of the actual manifold,
i.e., NV  N . The \thin" matrix GV 2 CNNV is the interpolation matrix
designed to minimize the interpolation error. Using the above approximation,
the null-spectrum of interpolated root-MUSIC can be dened as
intp = S
H
V ()GHV EnEHn GV SV () (2.21)
Apparently, the above null-spectrum has similar form with the standard root-
MUSIC null-spectrum (see Eq.(2.18)) and thus the conventional root-MUSIC
algorithm can be applied on it.
The main problem of interpolation root-MUSIC is that the approximation
in Eq.(2.20) often introduces signicant mapping errors which may cause DOA
estimation bias and excess variance [27]. Another problem is that the approxi-
mation is inaccurate for the whole angular eld-of-view, which implies that the
mapping matrix GV is dependent on angular sector. Hence in the practical im-
plementation, the information that which sector the DOAs belong to has to be
given or estimated. The next two approaches avoid these two problems.
2.2.2 Manifold Separation Technique (MST)
The nth element of the manifold vector, denoted by [S(r; )]n, can be explicitly
written as a function of both array geometry and DOA as follows
[S(r; )]n = exp
  jrTnu()
= exp ( j(xn cos  + yn sin ))
= exp ( jkrnk cos( n   )) (2.22)
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where (xn; yn) denotes the x-y coordinates of the n
th sensor in units of half wave-
length, and (krnk;  n) represents the corresponding polar coordinates, which is
given by
krnk =
p
x2n + y
2
n
 n = tan
 1

yn
xn

(2.23)
By using the Jacobi-Anger expansion [28], [S(r; )]n can be written as
[S(r; )]n =
1X
q= 1
jqJq( krnk) exp(jq( n   ))
=
1X
q= 1
jqJq( krnk) exp(jq n) exp( jq) (2.24)
Thus the manifold vector S(r; ) can be written as
S(r; ) =
1X
q= 1
0BBBBBBB@
jq
266666664
Jq( kr1k)
Jq( kr2k)
...
Jq( krNk)
377777775

266666664
exp(jq 1)
exp(jq 2)
...
exp(jq N)
377777775
1CCCCCCCA
| {z }
4
=Gq2CN
exp( jq) (2.25)
where  denotes the operation of Hadamard product (or elementwise product).
By ignoring the terms with q greater than Q (where Q 4= NV  1
2
), the manifold
vector S(r; ) may be rewritten as
S(r; ) = G(r)d() + " (2.26)
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where G(r) 2 CNNV , dependent on the array geometry only, is dened as
G(r) =

G Q; G Q+1;    ; GQ 1 GQ

2 CNNV (2.27)
with Gq 2 CN dened in Eq.(2.25). The Vandermonde structured vector d() 2
CNV is dependent on the azimuth only and has the following form
d() =

Z Q; Z Q+1;    ; ZQ 1; ZQ
T
2 CNV (2.28)
with
Z = exp( j) (2.29)
" represents the truncation error, which decays superexponentially as NV in-
creases and tends to zero as NV ! 1 [18]. This means that the vector " can
be safely neglected without generating signicant modeling errors, provided that
NV is suciently large (generally NV  N). Note that only the azimuth angle
 2 [0; 360) is considered in this thesis. For the 2-D case (azimuth and elevation
estimation problem), spherical harmonics is used to model d(; ) [18].
Under the condition that NV is large enough such that " can be safely
neglected, a polynomial is constructed as follows
(Z) = SH(r; )EnEHn S(r; )
= dH()GH(r)EnEHn G(r)d()
=
1
2
NV  1X
i= (NV  1)
biZ
 i (2.30)
where the coecient bi is the sum of entries of GH(r)EnEHn G(r) 2 CNV NV along
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the ith diagonal, i.e.,
bi =
X
8m n=i
[GH(r)EnEHn G(r)]m;n (2.31)
(Z) is a polynomial with degree of (2NV   2), meaning that there are (2NV   2)
roots. M roots closest to the unit circle should be selected among the (2NV   2)
roots and the phase angles of the M roots are utilized to estimate the DOAs.
2.2.3 Fourier Domain (FD) root-MUSIC
In [13], a competitive alternative to the MST, called Fourier Domain (FD) root-
MUSIC, has been proposed. The MUSIC null spectrum function Eq.(2.14) is
periodic in  with period 2, because S() = S( + 2). Therefore, the null
spectrum can be rewritten by Fourier series expansion as
() =
1X
i= 1
bie
ji =
1X
i= 1
biZ i (2.32)
with
Z =exp(j) (2.33)
The Fourier coecients are obtained by
bi =
1
2
Z 
 
()Z id (2.34)
Here the null spectrum function () over the angular domain may be analogous to
the conventional signal function over time domain. Similar to MST, the function
() can be truncated to nite dimension as
() t
NV  1X
i= (NV  1)
biZ i (2.35)
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where
bi t
1
2
NV  1X
k= (NV  1)
(k)e jik
=
1
2
NV  1X
k= (NV  1)
EHn S(k)2 e jik (2.36)
with
 =
2
2NV   1 (2.37)
The coecients fbig can be expressed in a compact matrix form as follows
b =

b (NV  1); b (NV  2); : : : ; b(NV  1)
T
= FB (2.38)
where
F =
1
2
266666664
e j(NV  1)(NV  1); e j(NV  1)(NV  2); : : : ej(NV  1)(NV  1)
e j(NV  2)(NV  1); e j(NV  2)(NV  2); : : : ej(NV  2)(NV  1)
...
...
. . .
...
ej(NV  1)(NV  1); ej(NV  1)(NV  2); : : : e j(NV  1)(NV  1)
377777775
(2.39)
and
B =
266666664
EHn S( (NV   1))2EHn S( (NV   2))2
...EHn S((NV   1))2
377777775
2 R2NV  1 (2.40)
Now the FD root-MUSIC may be implemented via the following steps:
1. Compute (2NV   1) MUSIC spectral points f(k); k =  (NV  
1); : : : ; NV   1g.
2. Calculate the (2NV   1) Fourier coecients fbig using Eq.(2.36) where the
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method of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) can be used.
3. Construct the polynomial of Eq.(2.35) whose degree is 2NV   2, using fbig.
4. Apply the root-MUSIC algorithm on this polynomial to estimate the DOAs.
Compared with MST technique, the FD root-MUSIC has achieved two
improvements. One is the computational complexity of nding the polynomial
coecients is slightly smaller than that of MST. Another is that the DOA esti-
mation variance of the FD root-MUSIC is smaller than that of MST when the
polynomial degree is quite small. If the polynomial degree is relatively large, both
FD root-MUSIC and MST have the same estimation performance.
One common problem of the MST and FD root-MUSIC is that they need to
solve a polynomial with high degree, since the value of NV has to be suciently
large to restrict the truncation errors to a wanted level. The requirement of
computing all the (2NV  2) roots of (2.30) (or (2.35)), coupled with the fact that
NV is signicantly large, may render the two methods computationally expensive,
particularly when the sensor number N is also very large. In [13] an IDFT-based
method, named line-search root-MUSIC, has been proposed. Nevertheless, the
resolution ability of this method is inferior to the root-based methods.
Next, two algorithms will be developed to reduce the complexity of rooting
the polynomial with high degree. It is important to point out that the proposed
algorithms are applicable to both MST and FD root-MUSIC. Moreover, the res-
olution ability of the proposed methods are asymptotically same as the extended
root-MUSIC.
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Let us reexamine (2.30) and (2.35). Both of them are of Laurent polynomial [29].
Taking into account the Hermitian property of the matrix GH(r)EnEHn G(r), one
obtains the coecients bi = b

 i. Furthermore, the null spectrum is non-negative
because () = kEHn S()k2  0. Since the polynomial resulted from MST is
similar with that from FD root-MUSIC, only the case of MST is discussed in the
rest of this chapter. The polynomial of (2.30) can be factorized into two parts,
which is supported by the following lemma.
Lemma 1.1 [21]: Consider a Laurent polynomial (Z),
(Z) =
NV  1X
i= (NV  1)
biZ
 i, with bi = b i (2.41)
and such that it is non-negative on the unit circle, (ej
)  0. Then the canonical
factorization of (Z) is given by
(Z) = c11(Z)

1(1=Z
) (2.42)
where c1 is a positive constant. The roots of (Z) appear in conjugate reciprocal
pairs, i.e., if Z1 is a root of (Z), then (Z
 1
1 )
 is also a root.
Proof: Also see [21]
Clearly the polynomial (Z) in (2.30) meets the conditions of the above
lemma, which means that (Z) can be factorized into two parts. Moreover,
computing half of the roots (i.e., roots of 1(Z)) is sucient to nd the roots of
interest. To this end, a spectral factorization method should be employed. An
excellent survey of spectral factorization methods has been provided in [21]. In
these methods, a sequence of banded Hermitian Toeplitz matrices is formed as
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follows
T0 = b0; T1 =
264b0; b 1
b1; b0
375 ; : : : ;Tk =
266666664
b0; b 1; : : : ; b k
b1; b0; : : : ; b k+1
...
...
. . .
...
bk; bk 1; : : : ; b0
377777775
(2.43)
Performing triangular factorization on Tk gives
Tk = LkDkLHk (2.44)
where Lk represents a lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal entries and Dk
is a positive diagonal matrix. As k ! 1, the last NV entries of the last row of
Lk tend exponentially fast to the coecients of 1(Z) [21]. To accomplish the
triangular factorization, the computationally ecient Schur algorithm, in which
the Toeplitz structure is exploited, is employed in this thesis. The Schur method
can be implemented via the following steps:
1. Initialize a (NV  2) matrix B0, using bi calculated from (2.31).
B0 =
266666666664
b0; b 1
b 1; b 2
...
...
b (NV  2); b (NV  1)
b (NV  1); 0
377777777775
(2.45)
2. For k = 1; 2;    until convergence, iterate the following steps
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(a) Bk = Bk 1Uk, where Uk is a (2 2) matrix dened as
Uk =
1q
1  jj2
0B@ 1  
  1
1CA (2.46)
with  = [Bk 1]1;2=[Bk 1]1;1, i.e., the ratio of the two entries of the rst
row of Bk 1.
(b) Shift up the second column of Bk by one element while keeping the
rst column unaltered.
(c) Test for convergence
b1;k   b1;k 1 < threshold, where b1;k and b1;k 1
denote the rst column of Bk and Bk 1 respectively. If converged, go
to (3), else return to (2.a).
3. The coecients of 1(Z) are b

1;k.
Now the polynomial factor 1(Z), which has all its roots on or inside the
unit circle, is split from (Z). To nd the roots, one can construct an unsymmetric
companion matrixM whose eigenvalues correspond to the roots of 1(Z). Let the
polynomial 1(Z) = C0+C1Z+C2Z
2+: : :+CNV  1Z
NV  1. Then the corresponding
companion matrix is given by [22,30]
M =
2666666666664
0; 0;    ; 0;   C0
CNV  1
1; 0;    ; 0;   C1
CNV  1
0; 1;    ; 0;   C2
CNV  1
...
...
. . .
...
...
0; 0;    ; 1;  CNV  2
CNV  1
3777777777775
(2.47)
The eigenvalues of interest, corresponding to the DOAs, must be the M largest
ones of M because all roots of 1(Z) are within the unit circle. This implies that
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only a few largest eigenvalues of M are necessary. Power method [22] is a classic
and the simplest algorithm to nd the largest eigenvalue. However, the power
iteration suers from the slow convergence when the gap between the rst and
the second largest eigenvalues are not suciently wide [22, 31]. Also, only one
eigenvalue (the largest one) can be computed by the power method. To overcome
these two drawbacks, the methods of Lanczos iteration and Arnoldi iteration have
been proposed to nd the large eigenvalues of symmetric and unsymmetric matri-
ces respectively. Here the Arnoldi iteration is employed because the companion
matrix M is an unsymmetric matrix. See Appendix 1.A for the introduction of
Arnoldi iteration. Note that the function eigs.m of MATLAB has implemented
Arnoldi iteration by using the ARPACK software package [32].
To summarize, the proposed fast iterative root-MUSIC algorithm for ar-
bitrary arrays can be accomplished via the following steps:
1. Compute the sampling matrix G(r). Note that this o-line process requires
to be done only once for a given array.
2. Form the received data covariance matrix and perform eigen-decomposition
to obtain the noise subspace vectors En. Then the coecients of (Z) can
be calculated using (2.31).
3. Perform fast spectral factorization on (Z) via Schur Algorithm to obtain
the polynomial factor 1(Z) and the corresponding companion matrix M.
4. Apply Arnoldi iteration method to calculate the M largest eigenvalues of
M. Then DOAs can be estimated by the phase angles of these eigenvalues.
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In practice, the roots of (2.30) (or (2.35)) are not exactly on the unit circle any
more in the presence of perturbation, e.g, the eects of nite snapshots (nite
observation interval). Even the slightest perturbation can result in the roots
moving away from the unit circle (pp.209 of [33]). Therefore, it is reasonable to
model the roots as
Z = e j (2.48)
where  denotes the radius. Following the work of [34], one can rewrite the
polynomial in (2.30) explicitly dependent on  and  by substituting (2.48) into
(2.30)
(; ) =
1
2
NV  1X
i= (NV  1)
bi
 ieji
=
1
2
NV  1X
i= (NV  1)
Bi()e
ji
=
1
2
ej(1 NV )
2NV  1X
k=1
Bk NV ()e
j(k 1)
=
1
2
ej(1 NV )
KX
k=1
Bk()e
j(k 1) (2.49)
where Bi() , bi i and k , i + NV . The number K, no less than (2NV   1),
takes the value of a power of 2. The coecient Bk() is dened as
Bk() =
8>><>>:
Bk NV (); if 1  k  (2NV   1)
0; if (2NV   1) < k  K
(2.50)
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Then the magnitude of (2.49) is given by
j(; )j = 1
2

KX
k=1
Bk()e
j(k 1)
 (2.51)
and thus a 2-D spectrum is dened as
PIDFT(n; ) =
1(; 2(n 1)K )
=
2=K 1K KP
k=1
Bk()e
j 2
K
(k 1)(n 1)
 (2.52)
where n = 1; 2; : : : ; K. Interestingly, the denominator of the above has a typical
K-point IDFT form, meaning that the 2-D spectrum can be computed directly by
using IDFT for a given . Apparently the peaks of the 2-D spectrum correspond
to the true DOAs because the roots of (2.49) are associated with the true DOAs.
The DOAs can be estimated by the follows.
m =
2(nm   1)
K
(2.53)
where nm corresponds to the index-n of the m
th peak of the 2-D spectrum
PIDFT(n; ).
Also, Eq.(2.52) can be rewritten in a compact form as
PIDFT = F B 2 CKL (2.54)
where L is the total number of circles required to scan. F 2 CKK is an in-
verse Fourier transform matrix and B 2 CKL denotes a coecient matrix. The
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elements of the three matrices in Eq.(2.54) are dened as follows
[PIDFT]n;` =
2
PIDFT(n; `)
(2.55a)
[F]n;k = ej
2
K
(k 1)(n 1) (2.55b)
[B]n;` = Bn(`) (2.55c)
Thus, nding peaks in Eq.(2.52) is equivalent to nding minima in Eq.(2.54).
In summary, the proposed IDFT-based root-MUSIC algorithm can be ac-
complished via the following steps:
1. Compute the matrix G(r) (o-line process).
2. Form the covariance matrix Rxx by using the observed snapshots and per-
form eigen-decomposition to obtain the noise subspace vectors En. Then
the coecients fbig can be calculated using (2.31).
3. For  = 1; 1   ;    until  = 1   (L   1), do the following steps to
scan the spectra along L circles inside the unit circle.  determines the
grid of the circles.
(a) Calculate the (2NV 1) coecientsBi() = bi i. Then the coecients
Bk() can be obtained by padding Bi() with (K   2NV + 1) zeros.
(b) Perform K-point IDFT operation on Bk() and invert the results to
obtain the spectrum PIDFT(n; ) in (2.52) for the current radius .
4. Identify theM peaks closest to the unit circle via 2-D search on the spectra.
5. Estimate DOAs by using (2.53).
If one scans the unit circle only, i.e.,  is xed at 1, then the proposed
algorithm reduces to line-search root-MUSIC (LS-root-MUSIC) [13,34] similar to
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that proposed in [13, 34]. LS-root-MUSIC is essentially identical to the conven-
tional MUSIC, except that all spectral points of LS-root-MUSIC are calculated
by one K-point IDFT operation while in MUSIC each point is obtained by a
matrix multiplication. LS-root-MUSIC and MUSIC are under the assumption
that, corresponding to each true DOA, there is a peak in the spectrum along
the unit circle. This is a stronger assumption than distinct Z-plane roots be-
cause the root-based methods are insensitive to the radial errors [17]. Hence, the
proposed IDFT-based method is expected to have better resolution ability than
LS-root-MUSIC and MUSIC.
2.5 Computational Complexity Analysis
The complexity order of the rooting in the extended root-MUSIC isO((2NV 2)3),
when assuming that eigenvalue-based methods are used for rooting. That is the
roots are found by computing the eigenvalues of the corresponding (2NV   2)
(2NV   2) companion matrix. In the proposed iterative algorithm, the Schur
algorithm requires O(2N2V ) operation for the spectral factorization [35{37]. The
complexity of an Arnoldi iteration is roughly O(M2NV ) [38, 39]. Considering
the fact that M is far less than NV , the complexity of Arnoldi iteration may
be ignored compared with the Schur algorithm. Thus the proposed iterative
algorithm reduces the complexity of rooting from O((2NV   2)3) to O(2N2V ).
The complexity order of LS-root-MUSIC is O(K log2K). Each loop of
Step 3 of the proposed IDFT-based method takes O(2NV ) operations to compute
the coecient Bk() and O(K log2K) operations for K-point IDFT. Thus the
overall complexity order of the second proposed method isO(L(2NV +K log2K)).
Therefore, the computational complexity of the two IDFT-based methods will not
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essentially increase when NV becomes large (e.g., in the applications of large scale
arrays), whereas the complexity of the extended root-MUSIC will suer because it
increases cubically with NV . Note the line search or 2-D search for the two IDFT-
based methods has dierent meaning than the search process in the conventional
MUSIC method. In the MUSIC method, each spectral point needs an operation
of matrix production. However, in both IDFT-based methods, all spectral points
are obtained simultaneously by one IDFT operation. Furthermore, the IDFT
operation dominates the computing time and hereby the complexity of search
process is not included in the analysis here.
It is important to point out that the spectra of the L circles can be com-
puted simultaneously in parallel time O(2NV +K log2K) if using L processors,
which is comparable to that of LS-root-MUSIC. Despite the possible increase in
computational complexity, the proposed algorithms generally oer greater esti-
mation accuracy than LS-root-MUSIC.
2.6 Simulation Studies
Assume M = 2 uncorrelated equally-powered signals impinge on a non-ULA
array of N = 5 sensors. A randomly generated x-y Cartesian coordinates of
array sensors, in units of half-wavelengths, is shown below
r =
0B@0; 0:9; 1:7; 2:6; 2:5
0; 0:3;  0:1; 0:3;  0:5
1CA
This array geometry is xed throughout all simulation runs. The column size
of G(r) is set to be NV = 99, which provides the modeling error k"k  10 15.
The grid of the circles is  = 0:01. The IDFT length is K = 213 and MUSIC
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search grid is 0:01. In the following experiments, ve methods are examined:
conventional MUSIC, LS-root-MUSIC, the extended root-MUSIC, the proposed
iterative fast root-MUSIC and the proposed IDFT-based root-MUSIC.
Case 1: In the rst example, the true DOAs are [90; 95] and the input SNR
is 20dB. The theoretical covariance matrix Rxx (see Eq.(2.4)) is used. Figure 2.2
shows the angular spectra of the MUSIC and LS-root-MUSIC between 50 and
130. Note that the eld-of-view of this 2-D array is [0; 360) despite only the
spectrum over [50; 130] being plotted.
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Figure 2.2: The angular spectra of MUSIC and LS-root-MUSIC using the-
oretical Rxx. The true DOAs are [90; 95]. The input SNR=20dB.
It can be seen from Figure 2.2 that the two spectrum curves almost
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overlap perfectly, which means that the two methods are essentially identi-
cal. The two peaks of the two methods are located, respectively, at (90; 95)
and (89:96; 94:97). The estimation errors of LS-root-MUSIC is due to the
quantization-error caused by limited angular grid step (here the grid is 360=213 =
0:0439).
The theoretical covariance matrix is also processed by the three root-
MUSIC-type methods. In Figure 2.3, roots of the extended root-MUSIC are
plotted, along with the two roots obtained by the proposed iterative fast root-
MUSIC. Though only the roots with magnitude in the area [0:5; 2] are selected for
the extend root-MUSIC, it is enough to reveal the essence. The 2-D spectrum of
the proposed IDFT-based method is depicted in Figure 2.4 with  2 [0:5; 1] and
 = 0:01 (i.e., L=51). Note that in practice L is not required to be such a large
number because empirically  2 [0:9, 1] is sucient to locate the true DOAs.
Our aim here is to give a more comprehensive view of the spectrum of the pro-
posed method. Figure 2.3 and 2.4 demonstrate that the three root-MUSIC-type
approaches can nd the two DOAs as well.
In order to further examine the simulation results, the roots of the ex-
tended root-MUSIC and the proposed iterative method, in conjunction with the
(; ) pairs of the peaks of the two IDFT-based methods, are listed in Table 2.1
and 2.2 respectively. As shown in Table 2.1, the roots of the extended root-
MUSIC satisfy the conjugate reciprocity property. That is the roots outside and
inside the unit circle have the common phase angle but reciprocal magnitudes.
The roots computed by the proposed iterative method approximate ideally the
roots of interest by the extended root-MUSIC. In Table 2.2, it can be seen that the
peaks of LS-root-MUSIC are corresponding to the proposed IDFT-based method
with  = 1. Importantly, the (; ) pairs of peaks of the proposed IDFT-based
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Figure 2.3: Roots for the extended root-MUSIC and the proposed iterative
fast root-MUSIC. The theoretical Rxx is used. The true DOAs are [90; 95].
The input SNR=20dB.
method are in close proximity to the roots of the extended root-MUSIC within
the unit circle. Therefore, these three root-MUSIC-type approached obtain the
same roots of interest.
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Figure 2.4: The 2-D spectrum of the proposed IDFT-based method (and
contour diagram), where  2 [0:5; 1] and  = 0:01. The theoretical Rxx is
used. The true DOAs are [90; 95]. The input SNR=20dB.
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Table 2.1: The roots of the extended root-MUSIC and the proposed itera-
tive fast root-MUSIC when the theoretical covariance matrix Rxx is used.
extended root-MUSIC proposed iterative fast root-MUSIC
 0:8098  1:5692i = 1:77e j117:30=180
1:2076 + 0:9941i = 1:56e j320:54
=180
1:3726  0:4439i = 1:44e j17:92=180
0:2046 + 1:3545i = 1:37e j278:59
=180
 0:8648 + 0:8359i = 1:20e j224:03=180
 0:0872  0:9962i = 1:00e j95=180
0:0000  1:0000i = 1:00e j90=180
0:0000  1:0000i = 1:00e j90=180 0:0011  0:9904i = 0:99e j89:94=180
 0:0872  0:9962i = 1:00e j95=180  0:0874  0:9865i = 0:99e j95:06=180
 0:5978 + 0:5778i = 0:83e j224:03=180
0:1090 + 0:7218i = 0:73e j278:59
=180
0:6596  0:2133i = 0:69e j17:92=180
0:4936 + 0:4063i = 0:64e j320:54
=180
 0:2597  0:5033i = 0:57e j117:30=180
Table 2.2: (; ) pairs of the peaks of LS-root-MUSIC and the proposed
IDFT-based method when the theoretical covariance matrix Rxx is used.
LS-root-MUSIC proposed IDFT-based method
(1:00; 89:96) (1:00; 89:96)
(1:00; 94:97) (1:00; 94:97)
(0:83; 223:99)
(0:73; 278:53)
(0:69; 17; 89)
(0:64; 320:49)
(0:57; 117:25)
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Case 2: In the second example, the covariance matrix Rxx is formed by using
Eq.(2.12) where 100 snapshots are obtained from one Monte-Carlo realization
with DOAs=[90; 95] and input SNR=20dB. The spectra of the two MUSIC-
type methods are illustrated in Figure 2.5 in which only one peak appears. This
means that the two methods fail to distinguish the two incoming signals. The
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Figure 2.5: The angular spectra of MUSIC and LS-root-MUSIC. Rxx is
formed by using 100 snapshots of one realization. The true DOAs are
[90; 95]. The input SNR=20dB.
roots and spectrum of the three root-MUSIC-type methods are depicted in Figure
2.6 and 2.7. The detailed data are listed in Table 2.3 and 2.4. It is clear that the
three root-MUSIC-type algorithms have better resolution ability than the former
two MUSIC-type methods in this example because two DOAs are provided by the
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latter three methods, which can be explained by the fact that the root-MUSIC-
type methods are insensitive to the radial errors [17]. Also, it can be found
in Table 2.3 and 2.4 that the three root-MUSIC-type approaches yield the same
roots of interest. One important observation is that the radii corresponding to the
true DOAs are not exactly equal to unit anymore. This is due to the perturbation
caused by the covariance matrix estimation using nite snapshots. In practice,
the perturbation is unavoidable. Therefore it is more sensible to nd the DOAs
on the circles with radius rather than unit.
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Figure 2.6: Roots for the extended root-MUSIC and the proposed iterative
fast root-MUSIC. Rxx is formed by using 100 snapshots of one realization.
The true DOAs are [90; 95]. The input SNR=20dB.
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Figure 2.7: The 2-D spectrum of the proposed IDFT-based method (and
contour diagram), where  2 [0:5; 1] and  = 0:01. Rxx is formed by using
100 snapshots of one realization. The true DOAs are [90; 95]. The input
SNR=20dB.
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Table 2.3: The roots of the extended root-MUSIC and the proposed iter-
ative fast root-MUSIC when the covariance matrix Rxx is formed by using
100 snapshots of one realization.
extended root-MUSIC proposed iterative fast root-MUSIC
1:5987  0:8297i = 1:80e j27:43=180
 1:2747 + 0:9778i = 1:61e j217:49=180
0:8488 + 1:1989i = 1:47e j305:30
=180
 0:1479 + 1:4246i = 1:43e j264:07=180
 0:0784  1:0296i = 1:03e j94:35=180
 0:0136  1:0305i = 1:03e j90:75=180
 0:0128  0:9702i = 0:97e j90:75=180  0:0128  0:9702i = 0:97e j90:75=180
 0:0735  0:9657i = 0:97e j94:35=180  0:0735  0:9657i = 0:97e j94:35=180
 0:0721 + 0:6945i = 0:70e j264:07=180
0:3934 + 0:5556i = 0:68e j305:30
=180
 0:4939 + 0:3788i = 0:62e j217:49=180
0:4928  0:2557i = 0:56e j27:43=180
Table 2.4: (; ) pairs of the peaks of LS-root-MUSIC and the proposed
IDFT-based method when the covariance matrix Rxx is formed by using 100
snapshots of one realization.
LS-root-MUSIC proposed IDFT-based method
(1:00; 91:76) (0:97; 90:70)
(0:97; 94:31)
(0:70; 264:02)
(0:68; 305:24)
(0:62; 217:44)
(0:56; 27:38)
In the following three examples, the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) per-
formance of DOA estimation is concerned. For each scenario, the average of 500
independent Monte-Carlo runs is used to obtain each simulated point.
Case 3: In the third example, the DOA of the second signal source varies from 91
to 100 whereas the DOA of the rst signal is xed at 90. All other parameters
are chosen as the same as that in the second example. In Figure 2.8, the DOA
estimation RMSEs versus the signal angular separation are presented.
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Figure 2.8: DOA estimation RMSEs versus (2 1) with the snapshot num-
ber = 100, input SNR=20dB, 1 = 90
,  2 [0:9; 1] and  = 0:01.
Case 4: In the fourth example, the performances with dierent numbers of
snapshots are investigated while all other parameters remain as in the second
example. The DOA estimation RMSEs versus the snapshot number are displayed
in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: DOA estimation RMSEs versus the snapshot number with input
SNR=20dB, DOAs=[90; 95],  2 [0:9; 1] and  = 0:01.
Case 5: The last example studies the impact of input SNR on the ve methods
tested. Also, all other parameters are the same as in the second example. The
DOA estimation RMSEs versus input SNR are plotted in Figure 2.10.
All the three gures demonstrate that the proposed two algorithms pro-
vide the asymptotically similar performance in DOA estimation to the extended
root-MUSIC. Furthermore, as expected, the proposed algorithms have superior
capability to MUSIC-type methods in the situations: when two signal sources are
closely spaced, when the snapshot number is quite small, or when input SNR is
low.
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Figure 2.10: DOA estimation RMSEs versus the input SNR with
DOAs=[90; 95], the snapshot number =100,  2 [0:9; 1] and  = 0:01.
2.7 Summary
Two computationally ecient root-MUSIC algorithms for arbitrary arrays have
been presented in this chapter. The extended root-MUSIC has made it possi-
ble to apply the traditional root-MUSIC to the arrays with arbitrary geometry.
However, the problem that the extended root-MUSIC has to face is that a poly-
nomial with very high order is required to root, which may be computationally
expensive.
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Considering the facts that the roots appear in conjugate reciprocal pairs
and the roots of interest are closest to the unit circle, the rst proposed iterative
method suggests a framework in which, rather than computing all roots, only the
wanted roots need to be computed. It basically consists of a combination of the
spectral factorization and large eigenvalue nding. The polynomial is eciently
split, via the Schur algorithm, into two factors with roots, respectively, inside
and outside the unit circle. The Schur algorithm exploits the Toeplitz structure
to complete triangular factorization. The desired roots are corresponding to a
few large roots of the new polynomial with roots inside the unit circle. Then
Arnoldi iteration is utilized to compute only the large eigenvalues of the associated
companion matrix.
The second proposed method is an IDFT-based root-MUSIC in which the
DOAs are obtained by scanning a range of circles. The essence behind is that due
to the inevitable perturbation the roots corresponding to the true DOAs are no
longer located on the unit circle and hence multiple circles need to be concerned.
The second proposed algorithm is computationally ecient as IDFT is adopted
and it is readily to scan all circles in parallel.
The analysis and simulation results verify that the proposed algorithms,
with less computational burden, have the asymptotically similar performance in
DOA estimation to the extended root-MUSIC. Also, the proposed algorithms have
superior resolution ability to LS-root-MUSIC (which is a MUSIC type algorithm)
and the conventional MUSIC, particularly when two signal sources are located
close to each other in space, the number of snapshots is relatively small, or the
input SNR is low.
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2.8 Appendix 2.A Arnoldi Iteration
Starting with an random non-zero vector v0, every power iteration produces a
unity norm vector vk as follows [22]
vk =
Avk 1
kAvk 1k
(2.56)
where A is the square matrix whose eigenvalues are wanted. The sequence
fvk; k = 1; 2; : : :g converges to the principal eigenvector after K   1 iterations
and thus the principal eigenvalue can be obtained. However, only the nal result,
AK 1v0, is used. The successive vectors, AK Mv0; : : : ;AK 2v0;AK 1v0 (whereM
denotes the number of the largest eigenvalues required to be computed), which
may contain potentially useful information, are ignored by the power iteration.
Another drawback of the power iteration method is that only one eigenvalue (the
principal eigenvalue) is obtained after K   1 iterations. These two problems can
be addressed by the method of Arnoldi Iteration.
The additional eigen-information may be extracted by the Krylov subspace
methods. The Krylov subspace is dened as [32]
K(A; v;M) = L[v;Av;A2v; : : : ;AM 1v] (2.57)
In general, theseM vectors are not orthogonal each other. Gram-Schmidt orthog-
onalization may be applied to nd an orthogonal basis of the Krylov subspace,
represented by QM = [q1; q2; : : : ; qM ]. Then orthogonal projection of A onto the
Krylov subspace gives
HM = QHMAQM (2.58)
where HM 2 CMM is of Hessenberg form [22]. Therefore, the eigenvalues of HM
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can be computed eciently. Also, the M eigenvalues are supposed to converge
to the M largest eigenvalues of A. Here only rudiments of Arnoldi Iteration are
presented. For further details, see [31, 32].
64
Chapter 3
Matched Direction Beamforming
based on Signal Subspace
I
N this chapter, the problem of constructing the matched direction beamformer
(MDB) is studied, without using the interference subspace. MDB is referred
to as the beamformer resolving the desired signal that is drawn from an unknown
direction inside a known subspace [40, 41]. Due to many practical reasons, the
exact knowledge of the DOA of the desired signal is often unavailable, which
causes the mismatch between the actual and the nominal manifold vectors. For
instance, the DOA estimator may be lacking in accuracy. In this chapter, the
manifold vector of the desired signal in the presence of pointing errors is assumed
to lie in a known linear subspace, but it remains unknown. The main contribution
of this chapter is to propose a new MDB that can nd the manifold associated
with the desired signal without the knowledge of the interference subspace. The
proposed approach is based on searching for the principal eigenvector of a certain
rank-one matrix consisting of the signal subspace and the subspace which the
desired signal belongs to. Furthermore, the proposed MDB is robust to both
pointing errors and the dimension overestimation of the signal subspace.
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3.1 Received Signal Model
Consider an array with N sensors collects one desired signal and M interference
signals. The (M + 1) signals are assumed to be narrow-band, uncorrelated to
each other and located in the far eld. The received signal vector is given by
x(t) = S(d)md(t) +
MX
i=1
S(i)mi(t) + n(t) (3.1)
where the subscript ()d stands for the desired signal. i and mi(t) represent,
respectively, the DOA and complex envelope of the ith interference signal. The
DOA of the desired signal, d, is often not perfectly known in practical appli-
cations. This \pointing" errors can result in the dierence between the actual
manifold and the presumed (nominal) manifold. That is
if d 6= 0; then S(d) 6= S(0) (3.2)
where 0 is the presumed DOA used by the array processor.
The straightforward consequence of this mismatch in DOA is to cause a
substantial performance degradation of conventional adaptive beamformers (for
further details, see the next chapter or [8]). As d is unknown, the corresponding
manifold vector S(d) remains unknown. However, S(d) lies in a known p-
dimension (where p > 1 ) linear subspace L[H] and thus can be written as a
linear combination of the bases of L[H] [40, 41]. This means that the manifold
vector S(d) can be expressed as
S(d) = Hb (3.3)
where the vector b is referred to as the linear combination vector. Note that b
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and S(d) are unknown in practical situation, while H is a known matrix. Next,
two examples will be presented to demonstrate how to obtain the matrix H.
In the rst example, the actual manifold is expanded in Taylor series
around the presumed manifold S(0) as [40,42,43]
S(d) = S(0 +d) = S(0) +
1X
k=1
(d)
k
k!
@kS()
@k

=0
(3.4)
with
d = d   0 (3.5)
where the nominal DOA, 0, is known. In practice the rst two order derivatives
are enough to satisfy the wanted precision. For the details of the expressions for
the rst two order derivatives, see Appendix 3.A. Hence a matrix can be dened
as
H1 = [S0, _S(0),S(0)] (3.6)
where _S(0) and S(0) denote the rst and second derivatives with respect to 0.
H1 can be computed prior to the beamformer processing if the presumed 0 and
array geometry information are at hand. Therefore it is reasonable to assume
that H1 can be formed using the nominal direction. In the case when the array
reference point is chosen as the centroid point of the array, the columns of H1 are
orthogonal to each other [2]. Then the manifold of interest may be approximated
as
S(d)  H1
266664
1
d
(d)
2
2
377775
| {z }

=b1
(3.7)
where b1 is unknown.
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Alternatively, using the Taylor series expansion and retaining the terms
up to the second order, one has the following approximations
S(0) = S(d  d) (3.8a)
t S(d) d _S(d) + (d)
2
2
S(d)
S(0 ) = S(d   d) (3.8b)
t S(d) + (  d) _S(d) + (  d)
2
2
S(d)
where  is related to the expected range of the DOA of the desired signal and
can be a given value even if the true DOA is unavailable. This means that  is
known. Generally the value of  is set such that j dj is insignicant so
that the above approximations are valid. Now S(d) may be rewritten as
S(d)  ()
2   (d)2
()2
S(0) +
(d)
2 +d
2()2
S(0 +)
+
(d)
2  d
2()2
S(0  )
= [S(0); S(0 +); S(0  )]| {z }

=H2
266664
()2 (d)2
()2
(d)
2+d
2()2
(d)
2 d
2()2
377775
| {z }

=b2
(3.9)
Hence S(d) also belongs to the known linear subspace L[S(0); S(0 ); S(0+
)] and the associated linear combination vector b2 is unknown.
In [44{46], an uncertainty model called at ellipsoidal uncertainty set has
been discussed in which the true manifold vector is expressed as
S(d) = S(0) + Bbfe ; kbfek  1 (3.10)
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where B is a known N  (p  1) matrix with full column rank, and the vector bfe
is unknown. Clearly the actual manifold can be rewritten as
S(d) = H[1; bTfe]T (3.11)
where H 4= [S(0);B]. Therefore the at ellipsoidal uncertainty set can be trans-
formed to the linear subspace model of (3.3).
In this thesis, the unknown vector b is assumed to stay unchanged during
the observation interval of L successive snapshots although it may vary in the next
L snapshots. The contribution of the desired signal to the covariance matrix Rxx
is given by
Rdd = Ef(md(t)S(d)) (md(t)S(d))Hg
= Efmd(t)md(t)gS(d)SH(d)
= 2dHb b
HHH (3.12)
which is a rank-1 matrix obviously. Under the assumption that theM interference
signals are uncorrelated with the desired signal, the second-order model for x(t)
can be written as
Rxx = 2dHb b
HHH + Ri + 2nI (3.13)
where the rank-M matrix Ri represents the interference eects and may have the
following form
Ri =
MX
i=1
2i S(i)S
H(i) (3.14)
The so-called matched direction beamforming (MDB) is referred to as the
beamformer resolving the signal that are drawn from an unknown direction b
inside the known subspace L[H] [40, 41]. The main task of this chapter is to
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design a MDB which is robust to pointing errors.
3.2 Previous Work
Two related existing approaches regarding MDB will be briey introduced. These
are:
1. MDB with the knowledge of interference subspace
2. Multirank minimum-variance-distionless-response (MVDR) beamformer
3.2.1 MDB with the Knowledge of Interference Subspace
Let SI represent the matrix consisting of the interference manifold vectors. That
is
SI = [S(1); : : : ; S(M)] (3.15)
In [40], it assumes that SI is exactly known and the authors derive a maximum-
likelihood estimator of the vector b, given by
b = Pf(UHU) 1UHRxxUg (3.16)
where the notation Pfg stands for the principal eigenvector of the matrix argu-
ment between braces, and the matrix U is dened as
U = P?SIH (3.17)
with
P?SI = I  SI(SHI SI) 1SHI (3.18)
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The coecient  is a normalization constant. Note that the array beamformer
output SNIR is independent of . Finally the weight vector of the MDB is
expressed as
w = P?SIHb = Ub (3.19)
where the coecient  can be determined such that kwHwk = 1. The above
beamformer intends to cancel the interferences completely while being matched
to the best direction in the interference-free signal subspace.
The problem in [40] is that the perfect knowledge of the interference sub-
space is required for its implementation. In many practical applications, unfor-
tunately, this assumption is not always valid or the interference subspace cannot
be estimated easily.
3.2.2 Multirank MVDR Beamformer
In [41], a multirank minimum-variance-distionless-response (MVDR) beamformer
is presented. This beamformer may be implemented by using a generalized side-
lobe canceller (GSC) [47], illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the GSC, the input array
signal vector x(t) 2 CN is rstly decomposed into two parts: HHx(t) 2 Cp and
QHx(t) 2 C(N p). Note that here the columns of H are required to be orthonor-
mal columns, i.e., HHH = Ip. For the general H the Gram-Schmidt algorithm [22]
may be employed to render the columns of H orthonormal. Q 2 CN(N p) is a
left-orthogonal matrix that makes [H Q] unitary, i.e., [H Q][H Q]H = IN .
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Figure 3.1: The GSC structure of the multirank MVDR beamformer
The middle branch of the GSC passes the desired signal and part of inter-
ferences and noise that lie in L[H]. The bottom branch is the sidelobe canceling
path where the desired signal is blocked. Then the residual signal e(t) 2 Cp is
formed by
e(t) = HHx(t)  FHQHx(t) (3.20)
where FH = HHRxxQ(QHRxxQ) 1 is designed by using the criterion of the linear
minimum mean-squared error (LMMSE) so that the power of e(t) is minimized.
The second-order statistics of e(t) is represented by the matrix Ree
Ree = Efe(t)eH(t)g
= HHRxxH HHRxxQ(QHRxxQ) 1QHRxxH (3.21)
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Alternatively, it is shown in [41] that Ree has a simplied form as
Ree =
 
HHR 1xxH
 1
(3.22)
Finally, the desired signal is extracted from e(t) by a weight matrix W. The key
idea of the multirank MVDR beamformer is how to design the weight matrixW.
Let us start from the simple case where only one interference is present. Then
the matrix Ree may be expressed as
Ree = 2db b
H + HHS(1)SH(1)H+ 2nI (3.23)
where S(1) is the manifold vector of the interference signal.  represents the
level how the interference is suppressed by the GSC beamformer, which is given
by [41]
 =
21
2
n
2n + 
2
1S
H(1)P?HS(1)
(3.24)
It is clear that b may be approximated by the principal eigenvector of Ree up to
a scaling factor if the desired signal subspace L[H] and the interference subspace
L[S(1)] are well separated. However, when the interference subspace is relatively
close to L[H], the eects of interferences on Ree cannot be neglected any more.
The immediate consequence is that the principal eigenvector contains signicant
contributions from the interference. On the other hand, the desired signal con-
tributes not only to the principal eigenvector but also the other eigenvectors. In
order to deal with this situation, [41] suggests that, instead of one eigenvector,
a set of dominant eigenvectors of Ree (i.e., the eigenvectors corresponding to a
few largest eigenvalues of Ree), say k dominant eigenvectors, should be utilized to
restore the desired signal. This is the so-called multirank MVDR beamforming.
Thus the weight matrix of the multirank MVDR for the general case may
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be explicitly expressed as
W = R 1xxHReeJ (3.25)
where J is composed of k dominant eigenvectors of Ree. In addition, the inequa-
tions k 6M +1 6 p must hold for the multirank MVDR. Finally, these multiple
outputs are summed up by multiplication with the k 1 unit vector 1k to obtain
the nal output. The array output SNIR can be written as
SNIRout =
trfWHRddWg
trfWH(Ri + 2nI)Wg
(3.26)
The major drawbacks associated with the multirank MVDR beamformer are:
1. each column of W is contaminated by the interferences, particularly when
the interferences are close to the desired signal, which results in the degra-
dation of array output SNIR;
2. the signal number is required to be not greater than the dimension of H,
i.e., M + 1  q; hence this method fails in the case where a large number
of interferences are present;
3. it is not clear how many dominant eigenvectors (i.e., the value of k) should
be selected to build J.
3.3 Proposed Matched Direction Beamformer
3.3.1 Estimate using Signal Subspace
Performing eigen-decomposition on Rxx yields:
Rxx =
NX
i=1
iEiE
H
i (3.27)
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where the eigenvalues fi; i = 1; : : : ; Ng are the eigenvalues arranged in decreas-
ing order (i.e., 1  : : :  N). Ei is the eigenvector associated with i.
Inspired by [40], here an algorithm is developed, which is able to esti-
mate the linear combination vector b without the knowledge of the interference
subspace. The key point of this algorithm is supported by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1: The vector b is the principal eigenvector of a rank-1 matrix Z`
up to a scaling factor, where the matrix Z` is dened as
Z` = (UH` U`) 1UH` E`EH` U` (3.28)
with
U` = P?A`H (3.29)
The matrix A` is composed of all the M + 1 signal eigenvectors except E`, i.e.,
A` = [E1; : : : ; E` 1; E`+1; : : : ; EM+1] (3.30)
E` can be any M + 1 signal eigenvector.
Proof: E` can be written as:
E` = E`(E
H
` E`)
 1E
H
` S(d)
EH` S(d)
=
E`(E
H
` E`)
 1EH` S(d)
EH` S(d)
=
PE`S(d)
EH` S(d)
(3.31)
where the fact (EH` E`)
 1 = 1 is used in the above. E` lies in the signal-subspace,
implying that E` is the combinations of the manifolds of the desired signal and
all interferences. Hence EH` S(d) 6= 0 holds. Inserting (3.31) into Z` dened in
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(3.28) yields
Z` =
1
EH` S(d)
(UH` U`) 1UH` PE`S(d)| {z }

=
EH` U` (3.32)
Let Pn denote the projection onto the noise subspace L[EM+2; : : : ; EN ]. Then
one has the followings
PnS(d) = 0
PE` + PA` + Pn = I (3.33)
Consequently, the term  can be rewritten as
 = UH` (I  PA`   Pn)S(d)
= UH` S(d)  UH` PA`S(d)  UH` PnS(d)| {z }
=0
= UH` S(d) HHP?A`PA`| {z }
=O
S(d)
= UH` S(d) (3.34)
where the Hermitian property of projection operator P?A` = (P
?
A`)
H is used. Re-
placing the term  in (3.32) by (3.34) gives
Z` =
1
EH` S(d)
(UH` U`) 1UH` S(d)EH` U`
=
1
EH` S(d)
(UH` U`) 1HHP?A`Hb E
H
` U`
=
1
EH` S(d)
(UH` U`) 1HHP?A`P
?
A`Hb E
H
` U`
=
1
EH` S(d)
(UH` U`) 1UH` U`b EH` U`
=
1
EH` S(d)
b EH` U` (3.35)
where the idempotent property of projection operator P?A` = P
?
A`P
?
A` , the Hermi-
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tian property of projection operator P?A` = (P
?
A`)
H , and the modelling S(d) = Hb
(see Eq.(3.3)) are utilized. Finally multiplying both sides of (3.35) by b produces
Z`b =

EH` U`b
EH` S(d)

| {z }
scalar
b (3.36)
It is obvious that the vector b is the principal eigenvector of the rank-1 matrix
Z` up to a scaling factor. 
In practice, the covariance matrix Rxx is estimated by Eq.(2.12). If the
number of snapshots acquired by the array is quite small, the orthogonality be-
tween bPn and S(d) may be impaired due to the eect of nite snapshot, partic-
ularly when the magnitudes of eigenvalues corresponding to the noise subspace
are small. In such case, the term  becomes  = UH` S(d)   UH` bPnS(d). Thus
the estimated principal eigenvector and the corresponding manifold become
bb(`) = b    UH` U` 1UH` bPnS(d)bS(`)(d) = Hbb(`) = S(d)  H  UH` U` 1UH` bPnS(d) (3.37)
where  is determined such that kbS(`)(d)k2 = N . With the increasing of snapshot
number, bPnS(d) and the estimation error both tend to zero. Keeping in mind
that the estimates in (3.37) are obtained from the matrix Z` where the `th signal-
subspace eigenvector is excluded from A`, one can nd (M + 1) estimates of b if
fZ`; ` = 1; 2; : : : ;M+1g are used. For the purpose of estimation error reduction,
the proposed method employs the average of these (M + 1) estimates instead of
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one estimate, i.e.,
bb = 1
M + 1
M+1X
`=1
bb(`)
bS(d) = Hbb = H 1
M + 1
M+1X
`=1
bb(`)! (3.38)
The weight vector of the proposed MDB can be constructed as
wprop = bR 1xxHbb = bR 1xxHM + 1
M+1X
`=1
bb(`) (3.39)
In summary, the proposed MDB algorithm consists of the following steps.
1. Estimate the covariance matrix bRxx by using the received snapshots and
perform eigen-decomposition on bRxx to obtainM+1 signal-subspace eigen-
vectors fEi; i = 1;    ;M + 1g.
2. For ` = 1;    ;M + 1, form the matrix Z` in (3.28) and compute the asso-
ciated principal eigenvector to obtain the vector bb(`).
3. Average theseM+1 vectors fbb(`); ` = 1;    ;M+1g to obtain bb (see (3.38)).
4. Use (3.39) to compute the weight vector of the proposed MDB beamformer.
3.3.2 Some Discussions
The assumption made in Lemma 3.1 is that signal subspace eigenvectors
[E1; : : : ; EM+1] are available, which is a quite weak assumption compared with the
assumption in [40] where it assumes the interference subspace, L[SI ], is perfectly
known.
Consider the case when the signal subspace dimension M + 1 is overes-
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timated. Then the dimensionality of the noise subspace is reduced. However,
the projector Pn with reduced dimensionality is still orthogonal to S(d), which
implies that Lemma 3.1 is valid in this case as well. Therefore the proposed
method is robust to the overestimation of signal subspace. If the signal subspace
dimension is underestimated, the estimated noise subspace would contain signal
component which renders Pn not orthogonal with S(d) any more. Thus the
proposed method fails in the case of dimension underestimation.
In [41, 48], the situation where the vector b is not constant but random
during the L snapshot observation time due to the fast varying environment has
been considered. In this case, the contribution due to the desired signal is given
by
Rdd = 2dHRbbH (3.40)
where Rbb = Efb bHg is a full rank matrix (rank-p). Therefore, Rdd becomes a
rank-p matrix. In [41] only the simplest case where the rank-p matrix Rbb is
assumed to be known is studied. Using Corollary VI.2 of [48] one can estimate
the rank-p matrix associated with the desired signal even if the structure of the
rank-p matrix is unknown. However, this approach cannot be employed in the
scenario of this thesis. This is because that when using Corollary VI.2 of [48],
Rbb is required to be full rank such that its inversion, R 1bb , exists. Nevertheless,
in the situation of this thesis the matrix Rbb = b bH is of rank-one and hereby
non-invertible.
3.4 Simulation Studies
In order to evaluate the eectiveness of the proposed MDB, a number of simula-
tion studies have been carried out using, without any loss of generality, a uniform
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linear array with N = 10 sensors and half-wavelength sensor spacing. Note that
the proposed method is applicable to arrays with arbitrary geometries. The array
operates in the presence of three equally powered source signals where one is the
desired signal and two are interferences. It is assumed a 3 pointing error in the
desired signal direction with the actual DOA d = 90
 and the nominal DOA
0 = 87
. The matrix H is obtained by using Eq.(3.6).
Case 1: In the rst example, the powers of three signals are all unit and the
noise power is 2n = 0:1. The rst interference signal is xed at 100
 while the
DOA of the second interference varies from 67 to 86. The covariance matrix Rxx
has the theoretical form as Eq.(3.13). Four methods below have been simulated:
1. the multirank MVDR
2. the traditional Wiener-Hopf
3. the MDB proposed in [40] (see Eq.(3.19)) where the perfect knowledge of
the interference subspace (IS) is assumed to be known
4. the proposed method
The weight vector of the Wiener-Hopf processor is given by [5]
wWH = R 1xxS(0) (3.41)
The SNIR performances of these methods versus the DOA of the second
interference are displayed in Figure 3.2 where the legend `Multirank MVDR-k'
means that k dominant eigenvectors of Ree are used to form the weight matrix in
Eq.(3.25).
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Figure 3.2: Array output SNIR versus the azimuth of the 2nd interference.
The 1st interference remains at 100. The actual DOA of the desired signal
is 90 while the presumed DOA is 87.
It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the multirank MVDR with only the
principal eigenvector of Ree is better than that with two or three dominant eigen-
vectors. That is because the second and third dominant eigenvectors contain
signicant eects of the interferences. When the second interference is far away
from the the desired signal (the DOA of the second interference is less than 79
in this example), MDB with perfect knowledge of the interference subspace, the
multirank MVDR-1 and the proposed MDB have similar performance. Compared
with the multirank MVDR, Figure 3.2 shows that the second interference has to
be closer to the direction of the desired signal before it leads to a SNIR deteri-
oration for the proposed method. The superiority of the MDB in [40] over the
proposed method is mainly due to the assumption used in [40] that the exact
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knowledge of the interference subspace is available at all times. Note that this
assumption, however, is often impractical in many situations. The SNIR of the
proposed algorithm begins to degrade when the DOA of the second interference
is greater than 81. That is because the second interference, as well as the de-
sired signal, lies in the subspace L[H] if the DOA of the second interference is
very close to the nominal DOA. Figure 3.2 also illustrates that the conventional
Wiener-Hopf is quite susceptible to the pointing errors in this example.
Case 2: All the parameters in the second example are the same as that in the
rst example, except that the DOA of the rst interference moves closer to the
desired signal (which changes from 100 to 97). Figure 3.3 indicates that there
exists a big gap between the multirank MVDR and the proposed method as well
as the MDB in [40] even when the second interference is far away from the desired
signal. This is because the rst interference and the desired signal are closer in
space than the rst example, and thus the principal eigenvector of Ree contains
signicant component of the rst interference. However, the proposed method
maintains its performance.
Case 3: In this example, the scenario is identical to the rst example, but the
DOA of the second interference is xed at 80 and the input SNR varies between
-10dB and 10dB. Figure 3.4 demonstrates that proposed method achieves the
similar array output SNIR performance as that of the MDB using the exact
knowledge of interference subspace. Also, as depicted in Figure 3.4, the multirank
MVDR fails when input SNR is lower than -2dB because the noise dominates the
principal eigenvector of Ree if the noise power is too strong.
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Figure 3.3: Array output SNIR versus the azimuth of the 2nd interference.
The 1st interference remains at 97. The actual DOA of the desired signal
is 90 while the presumed DOA is 87.
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Figure 3.4: Array output SNIR versus the input SNR. The two interference
DOAs are at [80; 100]. The actual DOA of the desired signal is 90 while
the presumed DOA is 87. All signals are equally powered.
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Case 4: The robustness of the proposed algorithm to the overestimation or
underestimation of the signal subspace dimension is examined in the fourth ex-
ample, with the same simulation scenario as the rst example except that the
second interference is xed at 80. The nominal signal subspace dimension is
changed from 1 to 9, while the actual dimension is always 3 (i.e., M + 1 = 3).
Figure 3.5 illustrates that the SNIR performance of the proposed method main-
tains when the nominal dimension is between 3 and 8. The proposed approach
fails when the nominal dimension is underestimated (the nominal dimension is
1 or 2) because the estimated Pn contains the signal component which leads to
PnS(d) 6= 0. When the nominal dimension is above 8, the proposed approach
also fails which can be explained by the following fact. If the rank of the matrix
A` in Eq.(3.30) is over 8, then the rank of P?A` is N   8 = 2. Thus the rank of
the matrix product U` = P?A`H is not greater than 2. Therefore the 3 3 matrix
UH` U` becomes rank decient and non-invertible.
Case 5: The eect of nite snapshots is investigated in this example, where the
covariance matrix Rxx is estimated by using Eq.(2.12). All other parameters are
the same as the previous example but with the correct signal subspace dimension.
The average of 500 independent simulation runs is used to plot each simulation
point in Figure 3.6. Also, Figure 3.6 indicates that the proposed method is better
than the multirank MVDR.
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Figure 3.5: Array output SNIR versus the nominal signal subspace dimen-
sion. The true dimension is 3. The actual DOA of the desired signal is 90
while the presumed DOA is 87. The DOAs of interferences are [80; 100].
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Figure 3.6: Array output SNIR versus the snapshot number. The actual
DOA of the desired signal is 90 while the presumed DOA is 87. The DOAs
of interferences are [80; 100].
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Case 6: Finally the estimations performance using one or all fZ`; ` =
1; 2; : : : ;M + 1g are examined, with the same simulation environment as the
previous example. The root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the desired manifold
versus the number of snapshots is plotted in Figure 3.7, where 500 independent
Monte Carlo runs are performed. It can be seen that when the snapshot number
is small, the estimate in (3.38) using all fZ`; ` = 1; 2; : : : ;M + 1g is better than
that using only one Z`.
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Figure 3.7: RMSE of the desired manifold versus the snapshot number.
The interference signals are from [80; 100]. The actual DOA of the desired
signal is 90 while the presumed DOA is 87.
3.5 Summary
In many practical applications the pointing errors may occur, due to, for instance,
the DOA estimation errors. In such case the presumed manifold associated with
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the desired signal used by the array system is dierent than the actual one. The
consequence of this discrepancy is the substantial performance degradation for
the conventional adaptive array beamformers (e.g., the traditional Wiener-Hopf
beamformer), which can be seen in the rst and second simulation examples.
In this chapter, the unknown actual manifold vector is modelled as a vec-
tor lying in a known subspace. Two dierent expressions of this subspace are
also discussed, in which the Taylor series expansion is employed. Thus the true
manifold can be approximated by a product of a known matrix and an unknown
vector. This vector is also called linear combination vector by means of which
the actual manifold can be obtained by linearly combining the subspace bases.
The main contribution of this chapter is that a novel algorithm is devel-
oped to estimate the linear combination vector without the knowledge of the
interference subspace. This means that the condition with the perfect knowledge
of interference subspace in [40] may be relaxed. Instead, the proposed estima-
tor takes use of the signal subspace which can be easily obtained by performing
eigen-decomposition on the covariance matrix. Then a Wiener-Hopf type MDB is
proposed. The theoretical analysis and simulations have proven that the proposed
method is robust to both pointing errors and the dimension overestimation of the
signal subspace. Simulations also reveal that the performance of the proposed
MDB outperforms the multirank MVDR in the case where the interferences are
relatively close to the desired signal or the noise power is quite strong.
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3.6 Appendix 3.A The rst two derivatives of
the manifold vector
This appendix presents the expression of rst two derivatives of the manifold
vector with respect to azimuth. The manifold vector may be expressed as follows
S() = exp[ j(rx cos  + ry sin )] (3.42)
The rst derivative is readily obtained as
_S() =
@S()
@
(3.43)
= diag(j(rx sin    ry cos ))S()
= j(rx sin    ry cos ) S()
where  denotes the operation of Hadamard product (or elementwise product).
The second derivative is written as
S() =
@2S()
@2
(3.44)
= diag(j(rx cos  + ry sin ))S() +
 
diag(j(rx sin    ry cos ))
2
S()
= j
 
(rx cos  + ry sin ) + j(rx sin    ry cos ) (rx sin    ry cos )
 S()
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Chapter 4
Interference Cancellation
Beamforming Robust to Pointing
Errors
A
N important topic concerned in array signal processing and wireless com-
munications is interference (jammers) rejection. This can be achieved us-
ing a beamformer which places relatively high gain in the direction of the desired
signal and nulls in the directions of the interferences.
The Wiener-Hopf processor suers from the power inversion problem and
has substantial performance degradation in the presence of pointing errors [8].
By removing the eects of the desired signal, the \modied" Wiener-Hopf avoids
these two problems [49] but allows the interferences to pass through as well.
In this chapter, a novel array processor is presented which not only pre-
vents power inversion and reduces the eect of pointing error but also provides,
asymptotically, complete interference rejection. To eliminate much of the point-
ing error eects, the vector space projections (VSP) method is utilized to nd a
new manifold vector. The power of the desired signal can be estimated in one
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step computation. Thus the eects of the desired signal can be excised so as
to form the desired-signal-absent covariance matrix. Then a weight vector or-
thogonal with the interference subspace can be constructed. Numerical results
demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed beamformer relative to
other existing approaches.
4.1 Introduction and Literature Review
Consider an array of N sensors receiving M +1 uncorrelated narrowband signals
(one desired signal and M interferences) located in the far-eld. The received
N  1 signal-vector x(t) and its second order statistics are given by
x(t) = Sdmd(t) +
MX
i=1
Simi(t) + n(t)
Rxx = Efx(t)xH(t)g
= 2dSdS
H
d +
MX
i=1
2i SiS
H
i + 
2
nI| {z }
M
=Ri+n
(4.1)
where Sd and Si stand for the manifold vectors of the desired signal and the i
th
interference respectively. Performing eigen-decomposition on Rxx produces
Rxx =
NX
i=1
iEiE
H
i
= Es(Ds + 2nIM+1)EHs + 2nEnEHn (4.2)
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where the eigenvalues fi; i = 1; : : : ; Ng are arranged in decreasing order, the
(M + 1) (M + 1) diagonal matrix Ds is given by
Ds =
266666664
1   2n; 0;    ; 0
0; 2   2n;    ; 0
...
...
. . .
...
0; 0;    ; M+1   2n
377777775
(4.3)
Es and En contain, respectively, the M + 1 dominant eigenvectors and the re-
maining eigenvectors, i.e.,
Es = [E1;    ; EM+1]
En = [EM+2;    ; EN ] (4.4)
Therefore the complex N -dimensional observation space H of the data covariance
matrix Rxx can be decomposed into two subspaces: the signal subspace Hs, with
dim [Hs] = M+1, and the noise subspaceHn with dim [Hn] = N M 1, as shown
in Figure 4.1. The signal subspace Hs is spanned by either the manifold vectors
[Sd; S1; S2; : : : ; SM ] or the M +1 dominant eigenvectors [E1; E2; : : : ; EM+1], and
the noise subspace Hn by the eigenvectors [EM+2; : : : ; EN ]. Also, it is demon-
strated in Figure 4.1 that the interference subspace L[S1; S2; : : : ; SM ] is not equal
to the subspace L[E1; E2; : : : ; EM ] in the presence of the desired signal.
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Figure 4.1: Decomposition of the space spanned by the columns of the data
covariance matrix when the desired signal is present
4.1.1 Wiener-Hopf and Capon Beamformers
The Wiener-Hopf processor aims to maximize the SNIR at the array output, with
the weight vector given by [4, 50]
wWH = R 1xxSd (4.5)
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where the scalar  is independent of array output SNIR.
In [51], the well-known Capon beamformer has been presented to solve the
following linearly constrained quadratic optimum problem:
min
w
wHRxxw subjection to wHSd = 1 (4.6)
The above optimum problem aims to minimize the total output power while
keeping the unity gain at the direction of the desired signal. Therefore the Capon
beamformer is also called as the minimum-variance-distionless-response (MVDR)
beamformer and its solution is given by
wCapon =
1
SHd R 1xxSd
R 1xxSd (4.7)
Clearly, the Capon beamformer is a specic case of the Wiener-Hopf processor
where  in (4.5) becomes 1
SHd R
 1
xx Sd
.
By dening the pointing vector U s = Sd and substituting Rxx given by
Eq.(4.2) back into Eq.(4.5), the Wiener-Hopf weight vector may be rewritten as
wWH = Es(Ds + 2IM+1) 1EHs U s +  2PEnU s| {z }
=0
(4.8)
Then, with y(t) denoting the output of the beamformer, the output power can
be expressed as:
Pout = E

y2(t)
	
= E jwHWHx(t)j2	 (4.9)
= 2djwHWHSdj2| {z }
=Pdout
+
MX
i=1
2i jwHWHSij2| {z }
=PIout
+ 2njwWHj2| {z }
=Pnout
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where
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Pdout = 
2
djUHs Es (Ds + 2nIM+1) 1 EHs Sdj2
PIout =
MP
i=1
2i jUHs Es (Ds + 2nIM+1) 1 EHs Sij2
Pnout = 
2
nU
H
s Es (Ds + 2nIM+1)
 2 EHs U s +  2n UHs PEnU s| {z }
=0
(4.10)
In the absence of any interference signals, PIout = 0 and both Ds and IM+1 become
scalars and equal to N2d and 1 respectively. That is,8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Pdout = 
2
d
jUHs PEsSdj2
(N2d+2n)
2 = 2d
jUHs Sdj2
(N2d+2n)
2
PIout = 0
Pnout = 
2
n
UHs PEsUs
(N2d+2n)
2 = 2n
UHs Us
(N2d+2n)
2
(4.11)
where the fact that PEsSd = Sd is used. From Eq.(4.11) it is clear that desired
output power Pdout is degraded with increasing desired signal power 
2
d at the
input of the array, which is referred to as the power inversion problem [49]. For
the desired signal with a high power at the array input, the corresponding desired
signal power at the array output may suer a sharp reduction which makes it
dicult to detect it.
4.1.2 Modied Wiener-Hopf
The \modied" Wiener-Hopf processor overcomes the power inversion problem
by ltering the desired signal from the array data and forming a covariance matrix
without the desired signal. The weight vector is given by [49]
wm-WH = R 1i+nU s (4.12)
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where Ri+n, dened in (4.1), is formed by removing the eect of the desired signal
from Rxx. The desired-signal-absent covariance matrix Ri+n may be decomposed
as follows
Ri+n =
NX
i=1
iEiE
H
i
= EI(DI + 2nIM)EHI + 2nEOEHO (4.13)
where the subscript ()I and ()O stand for interference and orthogonal with inter-
ference signals. DI is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal element the M largest
eigenvalues of Ri+n arranged in decreasing order. The matrices EI and EO col-
lect the eigenvectors associated with the interference signals and the eigenvectors
orthogonal with interferences respectively, i.e.,
EI = [E1; : : : ; EM ]
EO = [EM+1; : : : ; EN ] (4.14)
The decomposition of the observation space H is as shown in Figure 4.2 where
the interference subspace HI is spanned by EI or equivalently by [S1; : : : ; SM ],
and the orthogonal subspace HO by EO.
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Figure 4.2: Decomposition of the space spanned by the columns of the data
covariance matrix when the desired signal is absent
Following the same analysis as with Wiener-Hopf, the optimum weight will
be given by a similar equation to that of Eq.(4.8) but now the term  2n PEOU s
is not zero, i.e.,  2n PEOU s 6= 0. Then it can be shown that, in the absence of
any interferences and taking into accounting that EO spans the whole observation
space, the projection operator applied to any vector belonging to that space leaves
it unchanged. That is
PEOSd = Sd and PEOU s = U s (4.15)
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which implies that 8>>>><>>>>:
Pdout = 
2
d

UHs Sd
2n
2
PIout = 0
Pnout =
jUsj2
2n
(4.16)
It is obvious from Eq.(4.16) that now the desired output at the output of
the array is proportional to that at the input, so the power inversion problem is
avoided.
When the pointing errors are absent (U s = Sd) and the matrix inverse
lemma [22] is used, one has
wWH = R 1xxSd
=
 
Ri+n+2dSdSHd
 1
Sd
=
 
R 1i+n 
R 1i+n2dSdS
H
d R 1i+n
1 + 2dS
H
d R 1i+nSd
!
Sd
=
1
1 + 2dS
H
d R 1i+nSd| {z }
scalar
R 1i+nSd (4.17)
The above shows that the weight vectors of the \full" and \modied"Wiener-Hopf
processors dier only by a scalar factor and therefore oer identical maximum
SNIR at the output if pointing errors are absent.
Now considering the presence of pointing errors, the output array SNIRs
of both full and modied Wiener-Hopf processors can be expressed as [52]
SNIRWH out =
2dS
H
d R 1i+nSd cos2	
1 +

22dS
H
d R 1i+nSd + (2dS
H
d R 1i+nSd)2

sin2	
SNIRm-WH out = 
2
dS
H
d R 1i+nSd cos2	 (4.18)
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with
cos2	

=
UHs R 1i+nSd2UHs R 1i+nU sSHd R 1i+nSd
sin2	

= 1  cos2	 (4.19)
where 	 can be viewed as the generalized angle between the vector U s and Sd.
In the presence of pointing errors, cos2	 < 1 and thus the output SNIRs of
the both processors degrade. However, it can be seen clearly from (4.18) that
the degradation of the modied Wiener-Hopf processor is much less than that
of the full Wiener-Hopf processor if the term 2dS
H
d R 1i+nSd is greater than unity.
Thus, the modied Wiener-Hopf outperforms the full Wiener-Hopf in terms of
the robustness to pointing errors.
However, both full and modied Wiener-Hopf always allow interference
to pass at the output of an array of sensors, thus contaminating the desired
signal. For this reason, the weight-vectors provided by these processors are not
appropriate for complete interference cancellation.
4.1.3 Robust Techniques for Wiener-Hopf processors
In order to enhance the robustness of Wiener-Hopf processors (or Capon Beam-
formers), the popular diagonal loading (DL) method has been presented in [53]
with the weight vector given by
wDL =
(Rxx + I) 1U s
UHs (Rxx + I) 1U s
(4.20)
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where the pointing vector U s 6= Sd generally. Actually, the above is the solution
for the following optimum problem
min
w
wHRxxw + wHw subject to wHU s = 1 (4.21)
In comparison with standard Capon problem in (4.6), an additional penalty term
wHw is imposed on the objective function of the above DL problem. Thus
the positive loading factor  > 0 can penalize large values of w and detune
the beamformer response around the nominal U s [45]. However, there is no
systematic approach to choose the loading factor . Usually,  is set in an ad hoc
way, typically 102n. Another drawback of the conventional DL is that there exists
potential risk at over-penalizing the uncertainty of Rxx (because of the quadratic
term wHRxxw in (4.21)) [54].
In recent years, the generalized versions of the DL, or called robust Capon
beamformers (RCB), have been studied in [44, 45, 55{59], in which the diagonal
loading factor is related to the uncertainty level and can be related to the un-
certainty level. Among them, the RCB developed in [44] is the most inuential,
which can be stated by the following problem
min
S
SHR 1xxS subject to kS   U sk2   (4.22)
where the uncertainty level  is a preselected constant satisfying
kSd   U sk2   (4.23)
The objective function in the above optimum problem is designed to minimize
the output power of the Capon beamformer.
It is dicult to solve the above optimum problem directly because the
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spherical constraint set is innite. However, the optimal solution S? must occur on
the boundary of the constraint set, i.e., kS?   U sk2 = . This can be understood
by the following contradiction. Suppose that kS?   U sk2 = 1 < , then there
exists a  2 (0; 1) such that
kS?   U sk2 = k(S?   U s) + (   1)S?k2
 (kS?   U sk+ (1  ) kS?k)2
= (
p
1 + (1  ) kS?k)2 (4.24)
If  is close to unity suciently, we can obtain kS?   U sk2  , which means
S? also belongs to the spherical constraint. Then,
(S?)H bR 1xx (S?) = 2S?H bR 1xxS? < S?H bR 1xxS? (4.25)
The above means that one can nd a vector in the constraint set, S?, which
makes the objective function in (4.22) less than that corresponding to S?. How-
ever, this is impossible because S? is assumed to be the optimal solution and corre-
sponds to the minimum of the objective function. Thus S? has to be a boundary
point of the spherical constraint. Therefore, the innite number of inequality
constraints in (4.22) is transformed into a single constraint (i.e., kS   U sk2 = ).
Then the Lagrange multiplier methodology can be utilized to nd the optimal
solution. The associated weight vector may be expressed as
wRCB =
R 1xxS?
S?HR 1xxS?
(4.26)
Interestingly, the RCB presented in [44] provides an equivalent solution to
that in [57] and [45] where the convex optimization techniques are utilized.
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It is evident that the solution S? will no longer collinear to Sd, even when
the actual value of Sd is used in (4.22) instead of U s [60]. Moreover, if a point
is moved along the constraint boundary, the optimal solution S? should be the
point closest to the principal eigenvector of Rxx. This implies that S? is denitely
aected by the interference signals because the principal eigenvector is a linear
combination of all the manifold vectors (both the desired and the interferences).
This situation would become worse when the DOAs of some interferences are
close to the desired DOA, since the interference manifold vector may contribute
signicantly to the principal vector. In [60], a method based on multi-dimensional
covariance tting is presented to overcome the above problems. However, this
method requires the knowledge of all the manifold vectors (including both the
desired and the interference signals) and the associated uncertainty sets.
In [61{65] the method of signal-subspace projection (SSP) has been inves-
tigated for reducing the manifold mismatch, in which the presumed manifold is
replaced with its projection onto the signal subspace. That is
wSSP = R 1xxPEsU s (4.27)
Unfortunately this projection operation cannot eliminate the mismatch lying in
the signal subspace. Also, both RCB and SSP are not an interference cancellation
technique and hence the interferences can pass through the beamformers.
4.1.4 Blocking Matrix Approaches
Blocking matrix approaches [66{69] attempt to remove the eects of the desired
signals by using a spatial blocking lter, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The spatial
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blocking matrix B 2 CN(N q) has the following properties
BHSd = 0
BHSi = ciS
(q)
i i = 1; : : : ;M (4.28)
where ci is a complex constant, and S
(q)
i denotes the vector consisting of the rst
(N   q) elements of Si. (4.28) means that the blocking matrix B is orthogo-
nal to the manifold of the desired signal and hence the desired signal is blocked
completely. In addition, the interferences can pass the spatial lter with dimen-
sionality reduction by q. Let xB 2 C(N q) denote the signal at the output of the
spatial lter, which is given by
xB = BHx(t)
=
MX
i=1
cimi(t)S
(q)
i + BHn(t) (4.29)
Thus the interference subspace can be found by computing the M dominant
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix RB = EfxB(t)xHB (t)g. The weight vector
w is obtained by projecting Sd onto the complement subspace of the interference
subspace, which aims to cancel the interferences totally. Finally the received
signal at the rst N   q sensors, i.e., x(q)(t) = [x1(t); x2(t); : : : ; xN q(t)]T , is
weighted by w to reproduce the desired signal.
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Figure 4.3: The structure of the beamformer using blocking matrix
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For the simple case where q = 1, the structure of the spatial blocking lter
is depicted in Figure 4.4, where D is the distance between two adjacent sensors
and the corresponding blocking matrix can be expressed as
B =
266666664
 1; 1; 0;    ; 0; 0
0;  1; 1;    ; 0; 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
0; 0; 0;    ;  1; 1
377777775
(4.30)
For the design details of B with general q, see [67, 68]. Note that all the designs
are derived strictly under the uniform linear array (ULA) assumption.
( ) ∈ Nx t C
( ) ( 1)( ) ( ) ( )H NB dx t S x tθ −= ∈: 
Spatial Blocking Filter
×
1 2 N
cos dje
pi θD
− −
−
1N −3
×
2 cos dje
pi θD
×
( 2) cos dj Ne
pi θ− D
×
( 1) cos dj Ne
pi θ− D
Figure 4.4: An example of spatial blocking lter with q = 1
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By subtracting the received signals, the dimensionality of the observation
space is reduced. For instance, the dimensionality is reduced by q in Figure 4.3.
In turn, this implies a reduction in resolution and SNIRout. Furthermore, the ap-
proaches are strictly limited to ULA because the matrix B is derived on the basis
of ULAs. In the presence of pointing errors, the desired signal will leak into the
output of the blocking matrix, which may result in the severe performance degra-
dation since the desired signal would be contained in the interference subspace
and therefore be suppressed instead of being enhanced.
4.1.5 Problem Statement
On the basis of the above discussion, it is clear that the conventional Wiener-Hopf
(or the Capon) beamformers suer from the power inversion problem and lack of
the robustness to the pointing errors. The existing robust Capon beamformers
cannot work eciently in many cases and allow the interferences to pass as well.
Though the modied Wiener-Hopf overcome the power inversion problem and
has the robustness to the pointing errors, the optimum weights for maximization
of SNIR always allows interferences to pass to the output of the array. The block-
ing matrix methods achieve the complete cancellation of the interferences, but it
cannot be applied in arrays with non-ULA geometries and it has the potential
to cancel the desired signal in the presence of pointing errors. The problem to
be addressed, in this chapter, is to nd a unied solution which not only pre-
vents power inversion and reduces the eect of pointing error but also provides,
asymptotically, complete interference rejection that is lack in conventional beam-
formers.
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4.2 Proposed Interference Cancellation Beam-
former
In the previous chapter, it is demonstrated that in the presence of the pointing
errors the actual manifold of the desired signal can be expressed as
Sd = Hb (4.31)
where the p 1 linear combination vector b is unknown because Sd is not exactly
known due to the pointing errors. The matrix H is known or can be found easily,
which is formed using one of the following expressions in this chapter
H1 = [S0; _S(0); S(0)]
H2 = [S(0); S(0  ); S(0 +)] (4.32)
where _S(0) and S(0) denote the rst and second derivatives with respect to the
presumed DOA 0.  is related to the expected range of the DOA of the desired
signal and can be set even if the actual DOA is unavailable.
It also assumes that [H S1; : : : ; SM ] is full column rank, which implies that
the columns of [H S1; : : : ; SM ] are linearly independent. Moreover, the rank of
[H S1; : : : ; SM ] is less than N . The pointing vector is not equal to the actual
manifold, i.e., U s = S(0) 6= Sd (or written as U s = S0 6= Sd).
Also, it is well known that the manifold vectors of all signals, including the
desired signal and the interference signals, should belong to the so-called signal
subspace L[Es] which can be obtained by performing eigen-decomposition on the
covariance matrix Rxx (see Eq.(4.4)).
Now two dierent subspaces associated with the desired signal are at hand
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and thus it is intended to make the most of these information to remove the eects
of the pointing errors as much as possible.
4.2.1 Estimate Using Vector Subspace Projections (VSP)
The approach proposed to eliminate the pointing errors applies the theorem of
sequential VSP to nd the intersection of the two constraint subspace. The
simplest form of VSP, suggested by von Neumann in [70], is the alternating
projection in which the iterative projections are performed to nd the intersection
of two Hilbert subspace. This work has been generalized for more than two
closed subspaces and also for convex sets by Stark and Yang [71] so that the VSP
method has found applications to a wide range of practical engineering problems.
The applications of the projection methods to array signal processing have been
considered in [72{75]. A fundamental theorem of VSP states the following:
Theorem 4.1 [71]: Let C1, C2, . . . ,Cm represent m closed convex sets in a
Hilbert space H, and let PCi denote the projection onto Ci, i = 1; : : : ;m. If the
intersection C0 4=
Tm
i=1 Ci is non-empty and the dimension of H is nite, then the
sequence (PC1PC2 : : :PCm)ka0 converges strongly to a point in the solution set C0,
PC0a0, for every non-zero point a0 2 H.
Proof: [71]
To place this theorem in the context of the pointing error elimination, the
key is how to dene the appropriate constraint sets fCig to describe the available
information. Under the above assumptions, two constraints can now be imposed
on Sd.
C1 = fS : S 2 L[Es]g (4.33a)
C2 = fS : S 2 L[H]g (4.33b)
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The unknown manifold Sd is treated as a vector (or a point) lying in the intersec-
tion of C0 4= C1
T C2. Following Theorem 4.1, with the start point S0 the sequence
fakg generated by
ak+1 = PC2PC1ak (4.34)
converges to Sd as k !1. The projection operations are dened as
PC1 = EsEHs
PC2 = H(HHH) 1HH (4.35)
This method is schematically depicted in Figure 4.5, where it is shown that the
nominal manifold vector (i.e. point-A in Figure 4.5) is expected to converge to
the actual manifold (point-B) after some iterations.
[ ]L 
[ ]
s
L 
A
B
B1
B2
B3
B4
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the convergence of the VSP method. The point-A
represents the nominal manifold. The point-B represents the true manifold.
Here a solution using only one step is derived to avoid the iterative alter-
nating projection. Consider what happens as k !1. Eq.(4.34) becomes
a1 = PC2PC1a1 (4.36)
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The above equation implies that the nal converged estimate a1 is given by the
eigenvector (up to a scaling factor) of matrix PC2PC1 which has a corresponding
eigenvalue equal to one. Also, the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix product
PC2PC1 is one. In accordance with Corollary 11 of [76], one obtains
eigmax(PC2PC1)  eigmax(PC2) maxu
uHu=1
uHPC1u
= max
u
uHu=1
uHPC1u
uHu
= eigmax(PC1)
= 1 (4.37)
where the fact that the maximum eigenvalues of the PC1 and PC2 are one is used in
the above. The notation eigmax(A) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of A. Hence
if the nominal 0 and Es are given, instead of S0, the steering vector used is given
by bU s = PfPC2PC1g (4.38)
where  is chosen such that kbU sk2 = N .
4.2.2 Power Estimator
In [77], the power of the desired signal is estimated by searching the minimum
of a cost function. The basic idea is that a temporary matrix R() is formed by
removing the noise eect and subtracting the eect of the desired signal with a
real variable factor  from Rxx, i.e.,
R() = Rxx   2nI  SdSHd (4.39)
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Then the estimated power is the largest possible value of , which maintains R()
semipositive (for details, see Appendix 4.A). However, searching the minimum of
the cost function may involve expensive computations because a number of eigen-
decomposition operations are required.
In [55], the power estimation is solved by using covariance tting theory,
which can be expressed as follows
b2d = 1
SHd R 1xxSd
(4.40)
Clearly the computation complexity is quite low because only one step is needed.
Nevertheless the eect of noise on the signal subspace is neglected. This can
be seen in the case where the interferences are absent. The covariance matrix
becomes Rxx = 2dSdS
H
d + 
2
nIN and its inverse is readily obtained
R 1xx =
IN
2n
  
2
d
2n(
2
n +N
2
d)
SdS
H
d (4.41)
Then the power estimation using (4.40) is given by
b2d = 2d + 2nN 6= 2d (4.42)
Here a single step power estimation is proposed in which the eect of noise
on the signal subspace is taken into account. The power of the desired signal 2d
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is equivalent to the largest possible value of 2 which satises
eigi
 
Rxx   2SdSHd
  2n, 8i
, eigi
 
Rxx   2nIN   2SdSHd
  0, 8i
, eigi
 
EHs (Rxx   2nIN)Es   2EHs SdSHd Es
  0, 8i
, eigi
 
Ds   2EHs SdSHd Es
  0, 8i
, eigi

IM+1   2D 
1
2
s EHs SdSHd EsD
  1
2
s

 0, 8i
, 1  2SHd EsDs 1EHs Sd  0
, 2  1
SHd EsD 1s EHs Sd
(4.43)
where D 1=2s denotes Hermitian square root of D 1s . The notation eigi(A)
represents the ith largest eigenvalue of A. In the above derivation, the fact
that D 
1
2
s EHs SdSHd E
 1=2
s D
  1
2
s is a rank-one matrix with the principal eigenvalue
SHd EsD 1s EHs Sd is used. Hence the power of the desired signal is
2d =
1
SHd EsD 1s EHs Sd
(4.44)
Let us examine the interference-absent case again. Ds becomes a scalar
equal to N2d, and S
H
d EsEHs Sd = N . Thus (4.44) oers the precise power estima-
tion.
The proposed method obtains the same power estimation as the approach
in [77] but with much less computational complexity. Interestingly, [78] (see
Lemma III.1 of [78]) proposed the equivalent power estimation method from the
viewpoint of the oblique projection.
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4.2.3 Beamformer Construction
In the previous section, it has been seen that the modied Wiener-Hopf processor
solves the power inversion problem through removing the desired signal eect
from the covariance matrix. The proposed processor estimates and subtracts the
desired signal eects to form the desired-signal-absent covariance matrix given by
bRi+n = Rxx   b2d bU s(bU s)H (4.45)
where bU s is obtained by Eq.(4.38) using the VSP method, the power b2d is com-
puted by Eq.(4.44) using the modied one step power estimation method where
Sd is replaced by bU s.
Performing eigen-decomposition on bRi+n yields
bRi+n = NX
i=1
bibEibEHi
= bEI(bDI + b2nIM)bEHI + b2nbEObEHO (4.46)
Now the interference subspace HI spanned by [S1; : : : ; SM ] is equivalent to the
subspace spanned by bEI . Let P?I be the orthogonal projection operator of the
interference subspace. Then P?I can be estimated by
bP?I = I  bEIbEHI (4.47)
The proposed interference cancellation weight vector is expressed as
wic =
bP?I bU sqbUHs bP?I bU s (4.48)
The jammer power at the array output, using the actual DOA of the desired
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signal, will be zero because wic is orthogonal with the interference subspace. The
total output power of the array becomes
Pout = 
2
dS
H
d
bP?I Sd + 2n (4.49)
where the rst term in the right is proportional to the input power of the desired
signal. It is clear that the proposed method does not suer from the power
inversion problem. The SNR at the array output will be:
SNRout =
2d
2n
SHd
bP?I Sd (4.50)
The angle between the Hd (the subspace spanned the desired signal) and
H?I subspaces,  , is dened as
 = arccos
0@
q
SHd P?I Sdq
SHd Sd
1A (4.51)
Therefore, Eq.(4.50) is equivalent to:
SNRout =
2d
2n
(SHd Sd) cos
2  =
2d
2n
N cos2  (4.52)
Eq.(4.52) shows that the ability of the proposed beamformer to completely cancel
the interferences is obtained at the cost of SNIR degradation or partial cancella-
tion of the desired signal. If there is an interference very close to the desired signal
direction then  ! 90 and the output SNR deteriorates signicantly, which may
result in an unacceptable tradeo. However, this undesirable property is not re-
stricted to the proposed processor. The Wiener-Hopf processor (and all other
known processes) also suers from this restriction when interferences are located
close to the desired signal direction.
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4.2.4 Proposed Algorithm
The proposed algorithm can be presented as a series of steps as follows:
1. Estimate the data covariance matrix Rxx. Find its signal subspace eigen-
vectors Es and compute the projection operator PC1 .
2. Calculate the H using the nominal DOA 0 and form the projection operator
PC2 .
3. Estimate the steering vector U s using Eq.(4.38) and the power 
2
d using
Eq.(4.44) with Sd replaced by bU s.
4. Estimate the matrix bRi+n by Eq.(4.45).
5. Perform eigen-decomposition on the matrix bRi+n. Find the projection op-
erator bP?I using Eq.(4.47).
6. Compute the weight vector wic using Eq.(4.48).
7. Weight the inputs of the array with wic.
4.3 Performance Analysis in the Presence of
Pointing Errors
Now consider the case bU s 6= Sd, i.e., there is a mismatch between the steering
vector and the real manifold vector of the desired signal. Then the desired-signal-
absent covariance matrix contains some perturbations as depicted in Figure 4.6,
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i.e.,
bRi+n = Rxx   b2d bU s(bU s)H
= Ri+n + (2dSdSHd   b2d bU s(bU s)H)| {z }
M
=eRi+n
(4.53)
where the perturbation term eRi+n is a rank-2 matrix if bU s 6= Sd.
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Figure 4.6: Decomposition of the space by the columns of bRi+n
Using the rst-order subspace perturbation theory [79], the perturbed sig-
nal eigenvectors is given by
bEI = EI + EOEHO eRHi+nEID 1I| {z }
M
=eEI
(4.54)
where EO and EI are the noise-subspace eigenvectors and signal-subspace eigen-
vectors of the actual desired-signal-absent covariance matrix Ri+n. Then the
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perturbed orthogonal projection operator can be expressed by
bP?I = I  bEIbEHI
= P?I + EIeEHI + eEIEHI + eEIeEHI| {z }
M
=eP?I
(4.55)
Substituting the above into Eq.(4.48) yields
bwic = bP?I bU sbP?I bU s2 (4.56)
Now the output interference power, PIout , no longer equals zero due to pointing
errors, because the weight vector is not orthogonal with the interference manifold,
i.e., bwHicSi 6= 0.
Consequently SNIRout in the presence of pointing errors can be given by
SNIRout =
2d
bwHicSd2
PIout + 
2
n
bwHic bwic
=
2d
 bUHs bP?I Sd2
MP
i=1
2i
 bUHs eP?I Si2 + 2n  bUHs bP?I bU s
=
2dN cos
2 b 
MP
i=1
2i
 bUHs eP?I Si2 bUHs bP?I bUs + 2n
(4.57)
where b denotes the angle between Sd and bP?I bU s. When the pointing errors are
absent, the perturbation term eP?I is a matrix of zeros and b equals to  , which
means the above equation reduces to Eq.(4.52).
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4.4 Simulation Studies
Assume that one desired signal and three interferences impinge on a ULA with
N = 10 isotropic sensors and half-wavelength sensor spacing. Note that the pro-
posed algorithms is applicable to arbitrary array geometry although here ULA
array is used. The desired signal's DOA is xed at 90 in all the following exam-
ples. All signals have unit power. Noise power is 2n = 0:1 (-10dB). The matrix
H is composed of three columns (the nominal manifold vector and its rst two
derivatives with respect to the DOA. See Eq.(3.6)).
Case 1: In the rst example, the DOAs of interference are at 60, 62 and 70.
The pointing angle is 90 (i.e., no pointing error in this example). The array pat-
terns of three methods (Wiener-Hopf, Lee-Lee [68] and the proposed) are shown
in Figure 4.7, where Lee-Lee's method is one of the blocking matrix methods.
It can be seen in Figure 4.7 that by using the Wiener-Hopf processor it is not
possible to distinguish (resolve) the two closely spaced interfering sources (60
and 62) correctly whereas it is possible with the processor based on the pro-
posed wic or on Lee-Lee's weight. Also, both Lee-Lee's method and the proposed
method present very deep nulls at the locations of the unknown interferences
while they provide a free way to the desired signal. An added advantage is that
each deep null provides the location estimate of an unknown interference, because
these deep nulls are easily distinguishable from the rest of the array pattern. It
can also be seen in Figure 4.7 that Wiener-Hopf allows the interference to pass
through partially because the associated array pattern cannot place deep nulls at
the locations of interferences. The power estimations of the three methods are
listed in Table 4.1 which illustrates that the proposed method, with much less
computational complexity, provides the precise estimate as well as [77], whereas
there exists the estimation error in [55].
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Figure 4.7: Array pattern with two interferences close together (60 and
62). The DOA of the desired signal is 90.
Table 4.1: Estimated power of the desired signal
actual power Proposed Ref. [77] Ref. [55]
1 1 1 1.0191
Case 2: Comparison is made with respect to pointing error eects in the Wiener-
Hopf (\modied" and \full" version), proposed processor and Lee-Lee processor in
the second example. The DOAs of interferences are 70, 80 and 100. Though
Figure 4.8 shows that the proposed processor is more susceptible to pointing
errors than the \modied" Wiener-Hopf solution, it performs much better than
the Lee-Lee and \full" Wiener-Hopf processors. The SNIR of Lee-Lee without
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pointing error is below the optimum SNIR. This is because the dimensionality of
the observation space is reduced in the Lee-Lee processor to construct the blocking
matrix. In addition, Table 4.2 shows that the results computed by the analytical
equations in previous section are consistent with the simulation results when the
pointing errors are small. If the pointing error is over 4, the approximation
in Eq.(4.54) in the sense of the rst-order subspace perturbation is invalid and
therefore there are signicant mismatches between the simulation results and the
theoretical analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Eects of pointing errors with noise level at -10dB. The true
direction of the desired signal maintained at 90.
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Table 4.2: SNIRout (unit: dB) with noise level at -10dB
pointing angle SNIRout by simulation SNIRout by Eq.(4.57)
850 0 8.12
860 9.64 10.10
870 17.44 16.86
880 19.46 19.41
890 19.55 19.55
900 19.55 19.55
910 19.55 19.55
920 19.51 19.49
930 18.89 18.59
940 14.68 13.90
950 5.86 7.74
Case 3: In the third example, three other existing robust beamformers are
also simulated in the same environment as the second example. The rst robust
algorithm is the conventional DL [53] with the diagonal loading factor  = 102n
(see Eq.(4.20)). The second method is the SSP method proposed in [61] and its
weight vector is given by
wssp = R 1xxPC1S(0) (4.58)
Two dierent RCBs (with the spherical constraint and with at ellipsoidal con-
strain) presented in [44] are examined. The legend RCB-1 in Fig.4.9 stands
for the RCB with the spherical constraint. Here the spherical boundary 
(kS(d)   S(0)k2  ) is equal to the larger of kS(0)   S(0   )k2 and
kS(0) S(0+)k2, where  = j0  dj+0:5. The legend RCB-2 in Fig.4.9
means the RCB with at ellipsoidal constrain. In previous chapter it has been
shown that the at ellipsoidal uncertainty set in [44] can be viewed as an ex-
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ample of the uncertainty model used in this thesis. Setting B = [ _S(0); S(0)],
the condition that SH(0)(By)HByS(0) > 1 (where y denotes the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse) does not hold. This means that RCB with B = [ _S(0); S(0)] fails
(see (45) of [44]). In order to satisfy this condition and simulate the second RCB
method, B is set to be B = [S(0) S(0 ); S(0) S(0+)] The legends
Proposed-1 and Proposed-2 in Figure 4.9 represent the proposed method using
H1 = [S(0), _S(0); S(0)] andH2 = [S(0), S(0) S(0 ); S(0) S(0+)]
respectively. Figure 4.9 shows that the proposed method outperforms the other
three methods when pointing errors happen. In addition, the proposed method
is applicable to more practical applications than the RCB with at ellipsoidal
constraint because the condition SH(0)(By)HByS(0) > 1 is relaxed.
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Figure 4.9: Eects of pointing errors. The true direction of the desired
signal maintained at 90.
Case 4: Finally, the eect of nite snapshots is tested. The simulation environ-
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ment is still the same as the second example. The pointing angle is always 88,
i.e., 2 pointing error. The array output SNIRs of four methods versus the snap-
shot number varying from 20 to 2000 are plotted in Figure 4.10. This example
also indicates that the proposed method is superior to others.
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Figure 4.10: The eect of nite snapshots. The true direction of the desired
signal maintained at 90. The pointing angle is 88.
4.5 Summary
The actual manifold vector of the desired signal diers from the nominal one
when pointing errors occur. However, the actual manifold can be assumed to
lie in a linear subspace, for instance, which is spanned by the nominal manifold
and the derivative vectors around the nominal DOA. Moreover, the true manifold
vector belongs to the signal subspace which can be found by performing eigen-
decomposition on the covariance matrix of the received array data. Then the
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estimate of the desired signal manifold can be obtained using VSP, by means of
which much of the pointing error is eliminated. The power of the desired signal
can be computed in one step operation using the theory of covariance tting.
The estimates of manifold and power of the desired signal are then utilized to
construct the proposed estimate-and-subtract interference canceller beamformer
in which the power inversion problem is avoided. In the absence of pointing
errors, the proposed beamformer can completely cancel the interferences at the
cost of SNIR degradation or partial cancellation of the desired signal.
The tasks accomplished by the proposed algorithm are summarized as
follows
 provides complete interference cancellation with the output of the array
consisting only of desired signal and thermal noise;
 provides reduced susceptibility to pointing errors and noise level;
 does not suer from the power inversion problem.
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4.6 Appendix 4.A Revisit the power estimation
In this section, the power estimator proposed in [77] is revisited. A cost function
() is dened in [77] as
() =
NX
i=1
eigi>0
(1 + eigi(R())) + 10 log10
0B@ NX
i=1
eigi<0
jeigi (R ())j
1CA (4.59)
where the matrix R() is formed from Rxx by excising the eects of the noise and
the desired signal, i.e.,
R() = Rxx   2nIN   SdSHd (4.60)
[77] argues that the power can be found by searching the minima of () over
. That is
b2d = argmin

(()) (4.61)
However, [77] has not elaborated why this method can work. Next, the essence
of this method will be revealed.
Substituting Rxx in (4.1) to (4.60) produces
R() =
MX
i=1
2i SiS
H
i + (
2
d   )SdSHd
= Ri + (2d   )SdSHd (4.62)
where the matrix Ri
4
=
MP
i=1
2i SiS
H
i has the eigenvalues
eig1(Ri)  eig2(Ri)  : : :  eigM(Ri) > eigM+1(Ri) = : : : = eigN(Ri) = 0
(4.63)
This means that Ri has M positive eigenvalues and (N  M) null eigenvalues,
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if the theoretical covariance matrix Rxx is used. In the case of   2d, R() is
a semipositive matrix and thus has no negative eigenvalues. Therefore, only the
rst term in the right side of (4.59) aects (), and thus () may be simplied
as
(  2d) =
NX
i=1
eigi>0
(1 + eigi(R()))
= (M + 1) + tr(R())
= (M + 1) +N
MX
i=1
2i +N(
2
d   ) (4.64)
Obviously, () monotonically decreases in the area  2 [0; 2d].
Now consider the case of  > 2d. Then 
2
d    < 0. It is reasonable to
assume that R() is of rank-(M +1) because [Sd; S1; : : : ; SM ] is linearly indepen-
dent. Hence R() has (M +1) non-zero eigenvalues. According to the interlacing
eigenvalue theorem 8.1.8 in [22], it is found that
eigN(R())      eigM+1(R())  eigM+1(Ri) = 0  eigM(R())      eig1(R())
(4.65)
which implies that the smallest eigenvalue, eigN(R()), must be a negative value
and all the other non-zero eigenvalues of R() are positive. Then the cost function
can be rewritten as
( > 2d) =
MX
i=1
(1 + eigi(R())) + 10 log10 jeigN(R()j (4.66)
Suppose  =    2d > 0 is a suciently small value, then the
value of jeigN(R()j is much less than unity. This implies that the term
10 log10 jeigN(R()j would result in a sharp decrease. Then with the increase
of , the eigenvalue eigN(R() becomes more negative. However, the absolute
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value jeigN(R()j becomes larger. In turn, the 10 log10() factor would cause a
sharp increase, when 10 log10 jeigN(R()j dominates ().
In sum, in the area  2 [0; 2d), the cost function () monotonically
decreases and R() has (M + 1) positive eigenvalues. At the point  = 2d,
() reaches the rst minima and R() has M positive eigenvalues only. When
 > 2d, () monotonically increases and R() has M positive eigenvalues and
one negative eigenvalue.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
T
HIS thesis has been concerned with two fundamental problems in the array
signal processing. The rst problem is DOA estimation. For the arbitrary
arrays, the extended root-MUSIC obtains the DOA information by rooting a
polynomial and thus is categorized as a search-free DOA estimate methods. In
Chapter 2, three major approaches of the extended root-MUSIC are revisited
rstly. The problem that they face is the high computational complexity due to
the high order of the polynomial. In order to reduce the computational burden,
two dierent solutions are proposed. One is implemented in an iterative way and
another can be realized by scanning multiple circles in parallel. Both proposed
methods are insensible to the radial errors and therefore outperform the MUSIC-
type methods.
Chapter 3 and 4 focus on the design of beamformers robust to pointing
errors. The pointing errors make the presumed manifold dierent than the actual
manifold. However, a linear subspace can be found by using the knowledge of
the presumed manifold, which contains the actual manifold. A matched direction
beamforming (MDB) is presented in Chapter 3, which is robust to
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1. pointing errors,
2. overestimation of the signal subspace dimension.
However, this MDB beamformer cannot cancel the interference completely be-
cause it is of Wiener-Hopf type. In Chapter 4, a novel interference cancellation
beamformer is proposed, which provides a unied solution to the problems of
1. power inversion,
2. the robustness to pointing errors,
3. complete interference cancellation.
Much of pointing errors is removed by using VSP projections. The power inver-
sion problem is avoided by excising all the eects of the desired signal from the
covariance matrix. The interference signals are completely cancelled at the array
output using a weight vector which is orthogonal with the interference subspace.
5.1 List of Contributions
The following list summarizes the main contributions of this thesis which are
supported by the publications given in page 7 of the thesis.
1. Proposal of a framework consisting of spectral factorization (using Schur
algorithm) and large eigenvalue nding (using Arnoldi iteration) to reduce
the computational complexity of the extended root-MUSIC. By exploiting
the properties that the roots appear in conjugate reciprocal pairs and the
roots of interest are closest to the unit circle, the proposed method computes
the desired roots only, implying a large number of the unwanted roots are
exempt from the calculation. (Chapter 2)
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2. Proposal of an IDFT-base root-MUSIC in which the root magnitude is ex-
plicitly modelled and the polynomial obtained by the extended root-MUSIC
is reformulated to a typical form of IDFT. The rooting process is avoided
by the implementation of multiple IDFT operations in parallel. (Chapter
2)
3. Development of a Wiener-Hopf type MDB beamformer which is robust to
pointing errors. The pointing errors result in the mismatch between the
nominal direction and the actual direction of the desired signal. This pro-
vides a mismatch between the corresponding manifold vectors (nominal
and true manifold vectors). However, a linear subspace containing the true
manifold vector can be found by using the knowledge of the nominal man-
ifold. Then the linear combination vector associated with true manifold
is equivalent to the principal eigenvector of a certain rank-1 matrix up to
scalar. Importantly, this rank-1 matrix is obtained without the recourse
to the knowledge of interference subspace. Moreover, it is found that the
proposed MDB is also robust to the overestimation of signal subspace di-
mension. (Chapter 3)
4. Development of a pointing error elimination method by using VSP projec-
tions. Two implementations are provided: the alternative iteration and a
single step solution. (Chapter 4)
5. Derivation of a single step subspace-type power estimator using the co-
variance tting theory in which the noise eect is taken into account. It
enjoys both the high accuracy estimation and computational eectiveness.
(Chapter 4)
6. Proposal of a unied solution to the problems of power inversion, robust-
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ness to pointing errors, and complete interference cancellation. The desired-
signal-absent covariance matrix is formed by excising the eects of the de-
sired signal where the estimations of the power and manifold vector are
utilized. The proposed weight vector is found by projecting the manifold of
the desired signal onto the complement of the interference subspace (which
is spanned by the signal vectors of the desired-signal-absent covariance ma-
trix). Performance analysis of the proposed interference cancellation beam-
former in the presence of pointing errors is also presented, where the sub-
space perturbation theory is used. An analytic expression of output SNIR
is derived, which is veried by the simulation results. (Chapter 4)
5.2 Suggestions for Further Work
A number of dierent problems associated with DOA estimation for arbitrary
arrays and beamformers robust to pointing errors have been investigated in this
thesis, but the following topics are still opened for additional research eort.
1. Two dimension DOA estimation for arbitrary arrays using root-MUSIC.
Almost all extended root-MUSIC algorithms aim at nding the azimuth
angle only and leave the elevation angle untouched. By using the manifold
separation technique (MST), the array manifold, which is the function of
both azimuth and elevation angles, can be modelled using spherical har-
monics. Then the MUSIC spatial spectrum can be written in polynomial
form. Thus each peak in the MUSIC spectrum corresponds to one root of
this polynomial, meaning that the 2-dimension DOA angles can be found
by rooting the polynomial instead of searching minima over (; ) sphere.
However, the problem needed to address is how to nd the roots in the
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2-dimension complex space ((exp( j); exp( j), which can be viewed as
a 4-dimension real space). An immediate consequence is that the roots
are not isolated points but rather 2-dimension surfaces in the 4-dimension
space [19].
2. Extension of IQML/MODE to arbitrary arrays. The classical MUSIC and
root-MUSIC are subspace-based DOA estimations which can achieve the
performance as ML estimators (MLE) when the snapshot number is su-
ciently large and the signal sources are uncorrelated. However, when the
sources are coherent or the snapshot number is relatively small, the perfor-
mance of subspace-type estimators will suer a degradation in comparison
with MLE. As stated in Chapter 2, a major drawback of ML methods is the
their computational intensity due to the requirement of multi-dimension
search. In order to reduce the computational complexity, the iterative
quadratic maximum likelihood (IQML) [80, 81] and the method of direc-
tion estimation (MODE) [82, 83] reformulate the multi-dimension search
into a problem of polynomial rooting. These two MLEs have the computa-
tional complexity comparable to that of MUSIC but better performance in
the case of highly correlated sources. However, these two MLEs are derived
under the assumption of ULA arrays. Hence the extension of these MLEs
to arbitrary arrays is attractive. In [84], MODE has been extended to arbi-
trary arrays using the technique of interpolated array. The main problem
of [84] is that the signicant mapping errors are introduced, which degrades
the estimation performance. The MST technique cannot directly be used
for the extension because the matrix G(r) is not of full column rank but
of full row rank. The future works should provide the similar estimation
performance to the MLEs using ULA but with rather low computational
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burden.
3. Robust transceiver design. The robust techniques developed in this thesis
are applied at the receiver end. The transceiver may have a variety of struc-
tures. For instance, both the transmitter and receiver are equipped with
an an antenna array, which is called vector-in-vector-out (VIVO) system.
Also, the feedback from the receiver to the transmitter may contain partial
or full channel information. The robust transceiver may place the emphasis
on how the cooperation among the transceiver is designed to combat dier-
ent uncertainty types (such as pointing errors, moving sources, uncalibrated
array) in dierent situations.
4. Robust wideband array beamformer. In wireless communications, the high
data rate benets from a wideband system. Using wideband signals in a
radar system leads to higher resolution than the narrowband counterpart.
However, the wideband applications violate the assumption that baseband
signal amplitudes at dierent sensors are approximately identical, which
renders the array manifold model for narrowband invalid. Generally the
tapped-delay-line structure is used at the receiver or/and the transmitter.
Thus the array system needs to handle in two domains (space-time pro-
cessing). In such case, robust wideband array beamformer is required to
overcome dierent uncertainty problems.
132
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